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Abstract

Named Entity Recognition which is a subfield of information extraction is one of

the most important topics of Natural Language Processing. It is a process through

which the machines understand the proper nouns in text and associates them with

proper tags. NER has made significant progress in European languages, but in

Indian languages due to the lack of proper resources, it is a challenging task. As

natural language is a polysemous, ambiguity exists among the name references.

Recognizing the ambiguity and assigning a proper tag to the names is the goal

of NER. Thus NER is a two stage process i.e., identification of the proper nouns

and the classification of these nouns into di↵erent classes such as person, location,

organization and miscellaneous which includes date, time, year, etc. The main aim

of our work is to develop a computational system that can perform NER in text in

the Assamese language which is a resource poor Indo-Aryan language.

Our thesis discusses the di↵erent issues related to NER in general and in Indian

languages, along with the di↵erent approaches to NER. We discuss the di↵erent

works carried out by di↵erent researchers in di↵erent Indian languages along with

the datasets and the tagsets used by them. We focus on rule-based approach first

which involves the identification of the root word from an inflected form, which is

known as stemming, and further we derive some hand coded rules for di↵erent classes

of NEs. We also discuss the tagging of NEs using gazetteer list. Then we experiment

with two machine learning approaches, namely CRF and HMM, and find that in
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our language the system performs reasonably well. Lastly we implement hybrid

approach which involves both rule-based approach and machine learning approach

and find that compared to single approach, the combined approach improves the

performance of the system. Finally we conclude our work and also suggest some

future work in this line.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Introduction

By Natural Language Processing(NLP), we mean the computational techniques

that process written or spoken human languages. In particular, NLP is the

branch of computer science focused on developing systems that enable computers to

communicate with people using everyday language. It is also called Computational

Linguistics. The Internet-focused world we live in generates a large amount of

information every-day and access to such a system has changed the way we live and

work. The abundant data is useful only if suitable techniques are available to process

the data and extract knowledge from it. This is termed Information Extraction (IE).

IE plays an important role in NLP in transforming unstructured textual data into

structured data that can be understood by machines. An important step in this

regard came into existence at the Message Understanding Conference Grishman

and Sundheim[48], whose main goal was to identify entities which can be considered

names from a set of documents and classify them into predefined categories. This
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process is called Named Entity Recognition (NER). A lot of work has been done

in NER in English and other European languages and only a limited work can

be found in Indian languages like Bengali, Hindi, Tamil, Telugu, Kannada, Urdu,

Nepali etc. But till now no work has been reported in Assamese which is a resource

poor Indo-Aryan language. We are the first one to undertake the work.

1.1.1 Definition of Named Entity Recognition

A Named Entity (NE) is an element in text that refers to the name of a particular

item such as a person, organization, or location. Recognition and tagging of NEs in

text is an essential component of NLP tasks such as IE, Question Answering (QA),

and Automatic Summarization (AS).

In the MUCs, Ralph[98], clarified that it is necessary to first identify certain classes

of NE in order to extract information from a given document. Later, the conference

established the NER tasks Chinchor et al.[22]. Systems were asked to identify

names, dates, times, and numerical information. NER can be defined as a two-

stage problem: identification of proper nouns; and the further classification of these

proper nouns into a set of classes such as person names, location names (e.g., cities

and co untries), organization names (e.g., companies, government organizations,

and committees), and miscellaneous names (e.g., date, time, number, percentage,

monetary expressions, number expressions, and measurement expressions).

A few conventions for tagging NEs were established in the MUC Conferences

Chinchor et al.[22]. These include ENAMEX for names (organizations, persons,

locations, NUMEX for numerical entities (monetary, percentages), and TIMEX tags

for temporal entities (time, date, year). For example consider the sentence:

This Memorandum of Understanding (MOU) between Computer Society
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of India and DOEACC Society, New Delhi was signed on 29th July 2010

by Dr. S. Birendra Singh, Executive Director, DOEACC Society [1].

Using an XML format, it can be marked up as follows:

This Memorandum of Understanding (MOU) between <ENAMEX

TYPE=“ORGANIZATION”>Computer Society of India</ENAMEX>

and <ENAMEX TYPE=“ORGANIZATION”>DOEACC

Society,</ENAMEX> <ENAMEX TYPE=“LOCATION”>New

Delhi</ENAMEX>was signed on <TIMEX TYPE=“DATE”>29th

July 2010 </TIMEX>by<ENAMEX TYPE=“PERSON”>Dr. S.

Birendra Singh</ENAMEX>Executive Director,<ENAMEX

TYPE=“ORGANIZATION”>DOEACC Society</ENAMEX>.

Here, the markups show the named entities in the document.

1.1.2 Application of Named Entity Recognition

NER has been applied in many applications such as IE, QA, Event Extraction and

Web Mining.

1. Information Extraction:- IE is automatic extraction of structured information

from an unstructured document. NER can be defined as an IE task which

is concerned with the identification and classification of proper nouns in

a predefined set of categories. Additionally, it includes the extraction of

descriptive information from the text about the entities. Examples may

include the extraction of person title, designation, date of birth, and other

attributes of a person.
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2. Question Answering :- NER is widely used in the field of QA, which is the

process of automatically finding an answer to a question by searching through

a collection of documents. Molla et al.[83] discuss the use of NER in QA

and report that maintaining a high recall is an important task in QA in their

AnswerFinder Project (AFNER).

Besides these, NER can also be applied in co-reference resolution, Web mining,

molecular biology, bioinformatics, and medicine. Maynard et al.[77] designed

a system for scientific mail text and religious text and Minkov et al.[82] created

an NER system for email documents.

3. Event Extraction:- NER also plays an important role in event extraction which

involves the detection of entities and relationships between them. Extracting

events requires the ability to recognize the NEs, e.g., conferences are usually

comprised of topics, dates, venues, etc.

1.2 Problems in Named Entity Recognition

NER was first introduced as part of MUC-6 in 1995. Generally, NEs have di↵erent

structures across di↵erent languages. Names can overlap with other names and other

words. Human language being polysemous, proper identification and classification

of names is important task as there are ambiguities among di↵erent classes. Thus,

the goal of NER is to recognize the NEs and then resolve the ambiguities in the

names. The task of NER in general faces the challenge of ambiguity. Consider the

sentence:
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Rose rose to put rose roes on her rows of roses.1.

In this sentence rose can either be a person name or a common noun, making

it di�cult for the computer to resolve the ambiguity between the two. A program is

forced to use domain or linguistic knowledge in the form of rules, such as the name

of a person (which is a proper noun) usually begins with a capital letter, in order to

resolve the issues. Thus, the correct NE annotation of the above sentence can be:

<ENAMEX TYPE=“PERSON”>Rose</ENAMEX> rose to put rose

roes on her rows of roses.

Domain or linguistic knowledge can come in other ways also, e.g., statistics. Another

form of ambiguity is that frequently there are overlaps among classes of NEs.

Ambiguity is one of the main challenges in NER. The di↵erent types of ambiguity

that occurs in NER are as follows:

• Person vs. location:- In English, a word such as Washington or Cleveland can

be the name of a person or a location. Similarly, in Indian English (or in an

Indian language when written in the appropriate script), words such as Kashi

can be a person name as well as a location name.

• Words or word sequences also exist such as Thinking Machines (a company),

or Gates (a person), that can occur in contexts where they do not refer to

NEs.

• Common noun vs. proper noun:- Common nouns sometimes occur as a person

name such as Suraj which means sun, thus creating ambiguities between

common nouns and proper nouns.

1http://www.wikipedia.org/wiki/List of linguistic example sentences
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• Organization vs. person name:- Amulya may be the name of a person as well

as that of an organization, creating ambiguity.

• Nested entities :- Nested entities such as New York University, also create

ambiguity because they contain two or more proper nouns.

Such phenomena are abundant in Indian languages as well. These ambiguities

in names can be categorized as structural ambiguity and semantic ambiguity.

Wacholder et al.[131] describe such ambiguities in detail. A number of additional

challenges need to be addressed in South Asian languages such as Assamese, Hindi,

Bengali, Telugu, Urdu and Tamil. The key challenges are briefly described as follows.

Although our examples are in specific languages, similar phenomena occur in all

Indian languages and Assamese in particular.

• Lack of capitalization:- Capitalization plays a major role in identifying NEs in

English and some other European languages. However, Indian languages do

not have the concept of capitalization.

• Ambiguity :- In Indian languages, the problem of ambiguity between common

nouns and proper nouns is more di�cult since names of people are usually

dictionary words, unlike Western names. For example, and

mean sky and moon, respectively, in Assamese, but also can indicate

person names. In fact most people’s names are dictionary words, used without

capitalization.

• Nested entities :- Indian languages also face the problem of nested entities.

Consider, in Assamese [E:2Tezpur

University]. It creates a problem for NER in the sense that the word

2E: English meaning
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[E:Tezpur] refers to a location, whereas [E:

University] is a common noun and thus

[E:Tezpur University] is an organization name. Thus it becomes di�cult to

retain the proper class.

• Agglutinative nature:- Agglutination adds additional features in the root word

to produce complex meaning. Consider the following example 1, in Telugu

(E: Hyderabad) refers to a named entity whereas

(E:Hyderabadlonunci) is not a named entity as it refers to anyone who is

a resident of Hyderabad.

(Hyderabadlonunci)= (Hyderabad)+ (lo)+

(nunci)

Similarly in Assamese, [E:Guwahati] refers to a location

named entity whereas [E:Guwahatiya] is not a named

entity as it refers to the people who stay in Guwahati.

In NER we have to identify named entities which may have occurred as

compound words with some other word, or with su�xes. This requires finding

the base form of the words.

• Ambiguity in su�xes :- Indian languages can have a number of postpositions

attached to a root word to form a single word. Consider Example 2, in Telugu,

guruvAraMwo which means in English (E:up to Wednesday). We can have

the word

Example2:

(TF:guruvaram) + (TF:wo)= (TF:guruvaramwo)

which means guruvAraMwo (E:up to Wednesday) =

guruvAraM (E:Wednesday) + wo (E:up to). This creates a problem for

NER in the sense that the su�x (wo) when added to the root word gives
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a di↵erent meaning when compared to the original word. In Assamese the

word [E:Manipur] is a place name, but when the su�x

is attached, it gives a di↵erent meaning compared to the original one which

means the people of Manipur. Sometimes separating two compound words or

su�xes is non-trivial.

• Resource constraints :- NER approaches are either rule based or machine

learning(ML)-based. In either case, a good-sized corpus of the language under

consideration is required. Such corpora of significant size are still lacking for

most Indian languages. Basic resources such as parts of speech (POS) taggers,

or good morphological analyzers, and name lists, for most Indian languages do

not exist or are in research stages, whereas a number of resources are available

in English.

• Foreign Words :- Often names of entities are language specific, for example,

State Bank of India, and when such an entity is referred to in another

language text, it has either to be translated to that language or transliterated.

Transliteration is the process of writing a source language expression in a target

language script based on phonetic similarity. For example, tumar naam ki?

(meaning: what is your name) and ami bhalo achi (meaning: I am fine) are

Roman transliterations of an Assamese and a Bengali sentence, respectively.

Technical terms and NEs make up the bulk of Out of Vocubulary (OOV)

words. NE phrases are the most di�cult to translate because new phrases are

continuously coined, they are domain specific, and are usually not found in

bilingual dictionaries. Simple literary translations of some NEs do not make

sense, for example, Air India, All India Radio, etc. Transliteration is important

for NEs, even when the word could be translated. Moreover, an increasing

number of OOV words in a text originally are from another language, either
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in the foreign script or transliterated to the host language script. Person

names, location names, organization names, etc. must be available to users

of vernacular languages in their own scripts. Transliteration is required for

NE for language pairs that use di↵erent writing systems. For example, in

Assamese the name Ram is written as .

1.3 Approaches to Named Entity Recognition

Techniques for NER can be classified in three methods:

1. Rule-based approaches;

2. Machine Learning approaches; and

3. Hybrid approaches.

Rule-based NER focuses on the extraction of names using human-made rules. A rule-

based system requires a human expert to define rules in which the person needs to be

a domain expert and have good programming skills. This method is easier to develop

and interpret than statistical methods. In general, the rule-based approach consists

of a set of patterns using grammatical, syntactic and orthographic features. This

approach lacks portability and robustness. One needs a significant number of rules

to maintain optimal performance, resulting in high maintenance cost. There are

several rule-based NER systems for English providing 88%-92% F-measure [Wakao

et al.[132], Ralph et al.[98]]. Appelt et al.[7] proposed a model name FASTUS,

which is a name identification system. LASIE by Kaufmann et al.[60] and LASIE

II Humphreys et al.[59] used the concept of a look-up dictionary and grammatical

rules to identify the NEs. As noted by Nadeau[86], rule-based approaches were
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primarily adopted by early entity recognition systems. The main attraction of the

ML approach is that it is trainable and can be adapted to di↵erent domains. The

maintenance cost can also be less than that of the rule-based approach. In developing

a rule-based system, manual e↵ort is required to carefully create the rules. On the

other hand, in machine-learning approach manual e↵ort is required to create the

training data– corpus in case of NLP. With access to electronic text available, corpus

creation can be less taxing than rule-base creation, particularly when unsupervised

or semi-supervised ML approach is used.

The ML approach identifies proper names by employing statistical models that

classify them. ML models can be broadly classified into three types:

1. Supervised;

2. Unsupervised; and

3. Semi-supervised.

1. Supervised : In supervised learning, the training data include both the input

and the output. In this approach, the construction of proper training,

validation and test sets is crucial. This method is usually fast and accurate.

As the program is taught with the right examples, it is “supervised”. A large

amount of training data is required for good performance of this model. Several

supervised models used in NER are: Hidden markov Model(HMM) [Bikel

et al.[74],Miller et al.[81],Yu et al.[135]]; Conditional Random Field(CRF)

La↵erty et al.[69]; Support Vector Machine(SVM) Cortes and Vapnik[25];

and Maximum Entropy(ME) Borthwick[6]. In addition, a variant of Brill’s

transformation-based rules Brill[19] has been applied to the problem Aberdeen

et al.[2]. HMM is widely used in NER due to the e�ciency of the Viterbi
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algorithm Viterbi[130] used to discover the most likely NE class state sequence.

Hidden Markov Model (HMM)

HMM is a statistical model in which the system being modeled is assumed to

be a Markov process with unobserved states. An HMM can be thought of as

a simple dynamic Bayesian network. In this approach the state is not directly

visible, but, the output depends on the state and is visible. Each state has

a probability distribution over the possible output tokens. The sequence of

tokens generated by an HMM gives information about the sequence of states.

The word “Hidden” refers to the state sequence through which the model

passes. Instead of single independent decisions, the model considers a sequence

of decisions.

An HMM is defined as follows: given a sequence of word (W), we need to find

the most likely sequence of name-classes (NC)Bikel et al.[74],i.e.,

max Pr(NC|W ), (1.1)

by using Bayes theorem:

Pr(NC|W ) =
Pr(W,NC)

Pr(W )
. (1.2)

Now, as Pr(W), the unconditioned probability of any word sequence, is

constant, hence maximize the numerator, i.e., the joint probability of the word

and name-class sequence.

In the field of NER, HMM is used to compute the likelihood of words occurring

within a given category of NE. Zhou and Su[136] used HMMs for NER in

English. Biswas et al.[17] used HMM for the Odiya language. Biswas et al.[112]
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also described the development of a two-stage hybrid NER system for several

Indian languages using MEs and HMMs. Ekbal and Bandyopadhyay[32]

discussed both Bengali and Hindi as case studies using HMMs whereas Kumar

and Kiran [90]used HMM for a Hybrid NER system for Hindi, Bengali, Urdu,

Tamil, and Telugu, and Pandian et al.[92] for Tamil. The following are the

assumptions associated with an HMM:

• Each state depends on its immediate predecessor;

• Each observation value depends on the current state; and

• One needs to enumerate all observations.

There are three characteristic problems associated with HMMs.

• Given the parameters of the model, to compute the probability of a

particular output sequence requires summation over all possible state

sequences. This can be done e�ciently using the forward or the backward

algorithm Rabiner and Juang[102].

• Given the parameters of the model and a particular output sequence, to

find the state sequence that is most likely to have generated the output

sequence requires finding a state sequence with the highest probability.

This can be solved e�ciently using the Viterbi algorithm Viterbi[130].

• Given an output sequence or a set of such sequences, and the topology

one needs to find the parameters that define an HMM, One can find the

maximum likelihood estimates of the parameters of the HMM e�ciently

using the expectation maximization algorithm Rabiner and Juang[102].

Conditional Random Field (CRF)

CRFs La↵erty et al.[69] are a type of discriminative probabilistic models used

for labelling and segmenting sequential data such as natural language text
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or biological sequences. CRFs represent an undirected graphical model that

defines a single non-linear distribution over the joint probability of an entire

label sequence given a particular observation sequence. CRFs can incorporate

a large number of arbitrary, non-independent features and are used to calculate

the conditional probabilities of values on designated output nodes, given values

on other designated input nodes. The conditional probability of a state

sequence S = (s1, s2..sT ) given an observation sequence O = (o1, o2, o3...ot)

is calculated as:

P (s|o) =
1

Z
o

exp(
TX

t=1

X

k

�
k

f
k

(S
t�1, St

, o, t)) (1.3)

where Z
o

is a normalization factor overall state sequence,

Z
o

=
X

exp(
TX

t=1

X

k

�
k

f
k

(S
t�1, St

, o, t)) (1.4)

and f
k

(S
t�1, St

, o, t) is a feature function whose weight �
k

is to be learned via

training.

Comparison with the other models

• CRFs avoid the problem of label bias La↵erty et al.[69], a weakness of

the Maximum Entropy Markov Model (MEMM) McCallum et al.[78] and

other conditional Markov Models based on directed graphs.

• CRFs outperformed both MEMM and HMM in a number of real world

sequence labelling tasks [Pinto et al.[93],Sha and Pereira[115]].

When applying CRFs to the NER problem, an observation sequence is a token

of a sentence or document of text and the state sequence is its corresponding

label sequence. CRFs have been used for several Indian languages in the

NER task. For example Ekbal et al.[42] and Gali et al.[46] used CRF for
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Hindi, Bengali, Tamil, Telugu, Odiya, and Urdu. Ekbal et al.[41] used them

for Bengali; Krishnarao et al.[66] for Hindi; Shishtla et al.[120] for Telugu and

Hindi; Vijaykrishna and Sobha[96] for Tamil; Shishtla et al.[119], and Srikanth

and Murthy[125] for Telugu; and Mukund and Srihari[85] for Urdu.

Support Vector Machines (SVM)

SVMs represent a relatively new ML approach that analyzes data and

recognizes patterns for classification and regression analysis. The original SVM

algorithm was proposed by Vapnik Cortes and Vapnik[25].

In the field of NLP, SVMs have been applied to text categorization by Taira

and Haruna[128] and many other problems and are known to produce excellent

results. An SVM performs classification by constructing an n-dimensional

hyperplane that separates the data optimally into two categories for the binary

case. A set of features that describe one example is called a vector. Thus, the

goal of an SVM is to find the optimal hyperplane that separates clusters of

vectors in such a way that examples in one category of the target variable are

on one side of the plane. The vectors near the hyperplane are the support

vectors. Suppose we have a set of training data for a two-class problem:

(x1, y1)...(xn

, y
n

), where x
i

is a feature vector of the ith sample in the training

data and y 2 (+1,�1) is a Boolean variable that specifies class membership.

+1 means membership in a designated class and -1 means non-membership.

Given x 2 X, find a suitable y 2 Y i.e, to learn a classifier y = f(x, ↵), where

↵ are the parameters of the function. For example, if we choose a model from

the set of hyperplanes in Rn, it can be written as:

f(x, w, b) = sign(w.x + b) (1.5)
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where x is the example to be classified, w is a weight vector, and b is the bias

which stands for the distance of the hyperplane to the origin. In NER, SVM

takes an input of a set of training examples (given as binary-valued feature

vectors) and finds a classification function that maps them to a class.

The SVM has certain advantages over other models such as HMMs and ME.

• It is an attractive method due to high generalization ability and its ability

to handle high-dimensional input data.

• SVMs deliver a unique solution, since the optimality problem is convex.

This is an advantage compared to other techniques, which have multiple

solutions associated with local minima and for this reason may not be

robust over di↵erent samples.

However, SVMs su↵er from slow training with non-linear kernels and

with large input data size. In Ekbal and Bandyopadhyay[36],Ekbal and

Bandyopadhyay[35]], the authors used SVMs for Bengali, whereas in Ekbal

and Bandyopadhyay[40] they used the same approach for Hindi. Krishnarao

et al.[66] have used this approach for Hindi as well.

Maximum Entropy (ME)

The principle of ME states that subject to known constraints, the probability

distribution which best represents the current state of knowledge is the one

with largest entropy. The ME method aims at providing a model with the

least bias possible Berger et al.[16]. The ME framework estimates probabilities

based on the principle of making as few assumptions as possible other than

the constraints imposed. Such constraints are derived from training data,
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expressing relationships among features and outcomes.

P (o|h) =
1

z(h)

kY

j=1

/
j

f
j

(h, o) (1.6)

where o refers to the outcome, h the history (or context) and z(h) is a

normalization function. In addition, each feature function f
j

(h, o) is a binary

function. The parameters /
j

are estimated by a procedure called Generalized

Iterative Scaling (GIS) Darroch and Ratcli↵[26]. This is an iterative method

that improves the estimation of the parameter at each iteration. When

applying ME in NER, the future is the possible output of the model, the

history is the words in the tokenized training corpus and the features include

the history to assign probability distribution to the future using some features.

In NER, Biswas et al.[17] have used ME for Odiya; Raju et al.[97] for Telugu;

Saha et al.[105] for Hindi; and Hasanuzzaman et al.[52] for Bengali and Hindi.

2. Unsupervised :- Unsupervised learning[24] refers to techniques that find

patterns in unlabeled data, or data that lacks a defined response measure.

The goal for unsupervised learning is to model the underlying structure or

distribution in the data in order to learn more about the data. Unsupervised

learning studies how systems can learn to represent particular input patterns

in a way that reflects the statistical structure of the overall collection of

input patterns. Model builds a representation from the data. It is called

unsupervised learning because unlike supervised learning there is no correct

answers and there is no teacher. The algorithms discover the interesting

structures in the data. Unsupervised learning problems can be further grouped

into clustering and association problems.

• Clustering: A clustering problem is where we want to discover the

inherent groupings in the data, such as grouping customers by purchasing
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behavior. In this type of learning, the goal is not to maximize a utility

function, but simply to find similarities in the training data. The

assumption is often that the clusters discovered will match reasonably

well with an intuitive classification. For instance, clustering individuals

based on demographics might result in a clustering of the wealthy in one

group and the poor in another. For example, one can try to gather named

entities from clustered groups based on the similarity of context.

• Association: An association rule learning problem is where we want to

discover rules that describe large portions of data, such as people that

buy X also tend to buy Y.

Some popular examples of unsupervised learning algorithms are: k-means

for clustering problems and Apriori algorithm for association rule learning

problems. There are other unsupervised methods too. Basically, the

techniques rely on lexical resources e.g., WordNet, on lexical patterns and on

statistics computed on a large unannotated corpus. Here are some examples.

Alfonseca and Manandhar[4] study the problem of labelling an input word

with an appropriate NE where the NEs are taken from the WordNet. Sekine et

al.[113] used an observation where named entities often appear synchronously

in several documents whereas common nouns do not. A strong correlation is

found between being a named entity and appearing punctually (in time) and

simultaneously in multiple news sources which allows identifying rare named

entities in an unsupervised manner and can be useful in combination with other

NER methods. Collins and Singer[24] discuss an unsupervised model for NE

classification using unlabeled data. It is possible to learn larger and more

complex models with unsupervised learning than with supervised learning.

This approach is portable to di↵erent domains or languages unlike the rule-

based approach.
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3. Semi-supervised :- Problems which have a large amount of input data (X) and

only some of the data is labeled (Y) are called semi-supervised learning[20]

problems. As the name suggests, semi-supervised learning is somewhere

between unsupervised and supervised learning. The semi-supervised model

makes use of both labeled and unlabeled data which results in high accuracy.

Here, expertise is required to obtain labeled data. The cost of labeling the data

is high.It has been found that unlabelled data when used in conjunction with

a small amount of labelled data results in improvement in accuracy. Semi-

supervised learning may refer to either transductive learning or inductive

learning where transductive learning infers the correct label for the given

unlabelled data whereas inductive learning infers the correct mapping from

X to Y. One can use unsupervised learning techniques to discover and learn

the structure in the input variables and it can also be used to make best guess

predictions for the unlabeled data, feed that data back into the supervised

learning algorithm as training data and use the model to make predictions on

new unseen data. Semi-supervised learning algorithm make use of at least one

of the following assumptions:

• Smoothness assumption: Here the points which are close to each other

are more likely to share a label.

• Cluster assumption: Here the data tend to form discrete clusters and

points in the same clusters are more likely to share a label.

• Manifold assumptions: Here the data lie on a low dimensional manifold

embedded in a higher dimensional space. .

A good example is a photo archive where only some of the images are labeled,

(e.g. dog, cat, person) and the majority are unlabeled.

Many real world machine learning problems fall into this area. This is because
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it can be expensive or time consuming to label data as it may require access

to domain experts. Whereas unlabeled data is cheap and easy to collect and

store. Bootstrapping is a popular approach for this method. A work in NER

using semi-supervised method can be found in Liao and Veeramachaneni[72]

where they have used CRF. The algorithm is based on exploiting evidence that

is independent from the features used for a classifier, which provides high-

precision labels to unlabeled data. Finally the system achieves an average

improvement of 12 in recall and 4 in precision compared to the supervised

algorithm. Their algorithm achieves high accuracy when the training and

test sets are from di↵erent domains. Algorithms such as co-training Blum

and Mitchell[18], Collins and Singer[79] and Nadeau and Sekine[87] make

assumptions about the data that permit such an approach.

1.4 Conclusion

This chapter gives a brief introduction to NER and the di↵erent issues that

arise in NER. There are di↵erent approaches or methodologies to NER, which

are introduced in this chapter. The objective of this dissertation is to develop a

computational system that can perform NER in the text of the Assamese language,

which is a resource-poor Indo-Aryan language. Assamese is a highly inflectional and

morphologically rich language. It is one of the national languages of India and is

spoken by over 30 million people in North-east India. Broadly, our thesis addresses

di↵erent issues related to NER in general and Assamese NER in particular. We

implement di↵erent automated approaches together with handcrafted rules, and

finally suggest a suitable approach for Assamese NER. Till now to the best of our

knowledge no work on Assamese NER has been reported. Our’s is the first such
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work although a lot of work can be seen in other Indian languages. We do not

claim that our approach is suitable for all Indian languages. Di↵erent languages

have characteristics that require individual research attention.
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Chapter 2

NER Research in Indian

Languages

2.1 Introduction

NER has made remarkable progress in European languages [Molla et al.[83],Florian

et al.[43],Yang et al.[133]]but only limited work is found in Indian languages. We

have come across reports on NER work in seven Indian languages, namely Bengali,

Hindi, Tamil, Telugu, Odiya, Urdu, and Punjabi but no work can be found in

Assamese till now. We initiated the work. Each of these languages is an o�cial

language of the Republic of India. The numbers of speakers has been obtained

from the English Wikipedia1 for these languages. Bengali, Hindi, and Odiya belong

to the Indo-Iranian branch of Indo-European languages. Tamil and Telugu are

Dravidian languages. We discuss the work of NER in these languages, the datasets

and the tagsets along with the approaches used by the di↵erent researchers, and the

accuracies obtained. To evaluate the performance of NER, di↵erent metrics are also

1http://www.wikipedia.org/wiki/Languages-by-speakers
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used which is briefly described in this chapter.

2.2 NER work in Indian languages

Bengali, an eastern Indo-Aryan language, is the sixth-most popular language in

the world and the second-most popular in India. It is the national language of

Bangladesh. It is spoken by 220 million people as the native language and has

about 300 million total speakers worldwide.

Hindi is spoken by 294.4 million as the first language as per 2001 data, and 366

million worldwide. It is spoken as a native language in northern India. It is the

fourth-most widely spoken language in the world in combination with Urdu.

Tamil is a Dravidian language that has o�cial status in the Indian state of Tamil

Nadu and in the Indian Union Territory of Puducherry (formerly Pondichery). It

was the first Indian language to be declared a classical language by the Government

of India in 2004. It is spoken by between 61 and 78 million people worldwide.

Telugu is a Dravidian language. It has the third-largest number of native speakers in

India. It is spoken as a first language by 74 million people and by 5 million people as

a second language in India, primarily in the state of Andhra Pradesh (2001 Census).

Telugu is one of the 22 o�cial languages and 14 regional languages of India. It is

the o�cial language of the state of Andhra Pradesh and has also been conferred the

status of a classical language by the Government of India.

Odiya is mainly spoken in the Indian state of Odisha. Odiya, also known as Odia,

has nearly 40 million native speakers in the world.

Urdu is the national language of Pakistan, and one of its two o�cial languages

spoken by a total of 104 million people in the world. It is also an o�cial language

of India. It is very similar to Hindi. Urdu is written in Nastaliq calligraphy style of
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the Perso-Arabic script whereas standard Hindi is written in Devanagari. However,

both have large numbers of Persian, Sanskrit, and Arabic words. Urdu belongs to

the Indo-Iranian branch of the Indo-European family of languages.

Punjabi is an Indo-Aryan o�cial language in India. It is the first o�cial language

of Punjab (India) and the Union Territory of Chandigarh and the second o�cial

language of Haryana, Himachal Pradesh, and Delhi. In Pakistan, Punjabi is the

most widely spoken language in the country and is the provincial language of

Punjab (Pakistan), the most populous province of Pakistan. According to the 2005

estimates, there are 88 million native speakers of the Punjabi language, which makes

it the twelfth-most widely spoken language in the world.

2.2.1 NER in Bengali

The most extensive amount of NER research in Indian languages has been done

in Bengali. We discuss Bengali NER work below by categorizing individual papers

according to the technical approach used.

Shallow-parser Approach: Ekbal and Bandyopadhyay [34] discussed a semi-

supervised learning system based on pattern-directed shallow parsing to identify

NEs. The performance was compared for two systems, one using lexical contextual

patterns,2and the other using linguistic features along with the same set of lexical

contextual patterns3. They concluded that the use of linguistic knowledge yields

a high F-measure of 75.40%, 72.30%, 71.37% and 70.13% for person, location,

organization, and miscellaneous names respectively.

HMM-Approach: [32] reported an HMM-based NER system, the system developed

initially for Bengali using a tagged Bengali news corpus from an online Bengali

2NER system without linguistic features
3NER system with linguistic features
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newspaper. It was then trained with a training corpus of 150K wordforms tagged

with an HMM-based POS tagger Ekbal and Bandyopadhyay[33] that used 26 POS

tags4. This POS-tagged training set was further tagged with 16 NE tags and one

non-NE tag. The 16 NE tags were later replaced by four NE tags. Tenfold cross-

validation yielded average Recall, Precision, and F-measure values of 90.2%, 79.48%,

and 84.5%, respectively. The HMM-based NER system was later trained and tested

with Hindi data to show the e↵ectiveness of the language-independent features used

by the approach. The results showed average Recall, Precision, and F-measure

values of 82.5%, 74.6%, and 78.35%, respectively. The possible reason for the poor

performance of the system for Hindi might be the smaller quantum of training data

compared to Bengali. Moreover, the Hindi version lacked the ability to handle

unknown words and there was no list of su�xes or a lexicon in the Hindi system

which Bengali had.

SVM-Approach: Ekbal+08[35] studied the use of SVM using contextual features

and a several other features such as the previous and following words of a particular

word, prefixes, su�xes, POS tags, and lengths of the words and had access to

gazetteer lists of NEs. Out of 34 million wordforms, a set of 150K wordforms is

tagged manually with 17 tags using the BIE format. Around 20K NE-tagged words

were selected as the development set and the remaining 130K wordforms were used

as the training set. A tenfold cross-validation test showed the e↵ectiveness of the

system with overall average Recall, Precision, and F-measure values of 94.3%, 89.4%,

and 91.8% respectively.

The same approach was later used with Hindi Ekbal and Bandyopadhyay[40] and

was tagged with 12 NE classes as used in Ekbal and Bandyopadhyay[36]. The system

used di↵erent items of contextual information of the words along with a variety of

orthographic word-level features that were useful for predicting the NE classes. An

4http://www.shiva.iiit.ac.in
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unsupervised algorithm was used to generate the lexical context patterns from an

unlabeled corpus of 10 million wordforms and the NER system was tested with gold-

standard test sets of 35K and 60K tokens for Bengali and Hindi, respectively. Recall,

Precision, and F-measure were 88.61%, 80.12%, and 84.15% respectively for Bengali;

and 80.23%, 74.34%, and 77.17% respectively for Hindi. The performance of this

system was compared with that of an HMM-based system [32] and it was found

that SVM was more e�cient than HMM because SVM can e↵ectively handle the

diverse and overlapping features of Indian languages which are highly inflectional.

However, feature selection plays a crucial role in the SVM framework.

CRF-Approach: Ekbal et al.[41] used statistical CRFs to identify and classify

NEs into four classes. The system used features as discussed by Ekbal and

Bandyopadhyay[35]. A partially NE-tagged Bengali news corpus was used to create

the training set. This training set contained 150K wordforms, manually annotated

using the same tagset used in Ekbal and Bandyopadhyay[35]. A tenfold cross-

validation test showed overall average Recall, Precision, and F-measure values of

93.8%, 87.8%, and 90.7% respectively. The performance of the CRF approach

was comparable to that of the SVM model for Bengali as reported in Ekbal and

Bandyopadhyay[35], and was substantially better than the HMM model Ekbal and

Bandyopadhyay[32] with 6% higher F-measure system due to its better capability to

capture morphogically-rich and overlapping features of the Bengali language. Hasan

et al.[51] presented a learning-based NE recognizer that doesnot rely on a manually

constructed gazetteer. Their experiment showed that induced a�x features and the

Wikipedia-related features improve a baseline POS tagger and NE tag and when

combined in both the results showed an improvement of 7.5% in F-measure over

the baseline NE recognizer. Das and Garain [27] discuss CRF-based NER in Indian

languages. Di↵erent features such as context words, prefixes, su�xes, POS, first,

and last words are used, and for English the concept of capitalization is used. The
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system achieves an F-measure of 88% for English and 69% for Tamil and Telugu

respectively, whereas for Bengali and Hindi it had an accuracy of 87% and 79%

respectively.

ME-Approach: Hasanuzzaman et al.[52] described the development of an NER

system in Bengali and Hindi using the ME framework with 12 NE tags. The system

used contextual information for the words along with a variety of orthographic word-

level features. The average Recall, Precision, and F-measure were 88.01%, 82.63%,

and 85.22% respectively for Bengali; and 86.4%, 79.23%, and 82.66% respectively

for Hindi. The author used language-independent as well as language-dependent

features for both languages. The use of more language-dependent features and a

higher number of NEs in Bengali training data than in Hindi resulted in lower

comparative accuracy in Hindi.

Combination of ME, CRF and SVM Approaches : Ekbal and Bandyopadhyay[37]

combined the outputs of several classifiers based on ME, CRF, and SVM. A corpus

consisting of 250K wordforms was tagged manually with four NE classes: 30K of

the NE-tagged corpus were selected as the development set and the remaining

220K were used as a training set for each of the classifiers. The system used

contextual information along with a variety of features as used in Ekbal and

Bandyopadhyay[35]. To improve the performance of each of the classifiers, a semi-

automatic context pattern induction method was used. Second-best tags and

several heuristics were also used. The overall average Recall, Precision, and F-

measure values were 90.78%, 87.35%, and 89.03% respectively. This showed an

improvement of 11.8% in F-score over the best-performing SVM-based baseline

system and an improvement of 15.11% in F-measure over the least-performing ME-

based baseline system. In the second paper, combining various NER methods,

Ekbal and Bandyopadhyay[38] once again combined the output of ME, CRF,

and SVM classifiers. The features used were similar to those used in Ekbal and
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Bandyopadhyay[37]. The training, test, and development sets were also comparable

to those used in Ekbal and Bandyopadhyay[37]. The overall Recall, Precision,

and F-score values were 87.11%, 83.61%, and 85.32% respectively, which show an

improvement of 4.66% in F-measure over the best-performing SVM-based system

and an improvement of 9.5% in F-measure over the least-performing ME-based

system. In Ekbal and Bandyopadhyay[39], the same authors described a voted

NER system by using Appropriate Unlabelled Data. This method was also based

on supervised classification using ME, SVM, and CRF. The SVMs used two di↵erent

methods, known as forward parsing and backward parsing. Once again, the models

were combined into a final system by a weighted voting technique to obtain overall

Recall, Precision, and F-measure values of 93.81%, 92.18%, and 92.98%, respectively.

Approach using Dictionary, Rules and Statistics, Margin Infused Relaxed Algorithm:

Chaudhuri and Bhattacharya[21] used a three-stage approach, namely, a dictionary-

based method, rules, and left-right co-occurrences statistics for identification of NEs.

A corpus of 20 million words of the Anandabazar Patrika from 2001 to 2004 was

used, out of which nearly 70K words were used for manual tagging. The average

Recall, Precision, and F-measures were 85.50%, 94.24%, and 89.51%, respectively.

The authors observed that their automatic evaluation system gave almost the same

result as manual evaluation. Compared to statistical learning methods, a rule-

based system has some limitations: it cannot tackle ambiguous situations. It was

also useless for a word not falling under any of the rules generated. Banerjee et

al.[14] describe the automatic recognition of NEs using a Margin-infused Relaxed

Algorithm. Various language-dependent and language-independent features are

used for the Bengali language. IJCNLP-08 NER on South and South-east Asian

Languages (NERSSEAL) shared task data is used. These data consist of 12 NE

tags and obtained Precision of 91.23%, Recall 87.29%, and F-measure 89.69%.

Voting based approaches : [Ekbal
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and Bandyopadhyay[37],Ekbal and Bandyopadhyay[39]] gave much better results

than classifier combinations Ekbal and Bandyopadhyay[38] due to the fact that the

former used the second-best tags of the classifier and applied several heuristics to

improve performance. Moreover, the use of a voting scheme further improved the

overall performance of any system.

2.2.2 NER In Hindi

The NER task for Hindi was first explored by Cucerzan and Yarowsky in their

language-independent NER work using morphological and contextual evidence. The

work on Hindi NER is discussed in this section.

ME approach: Saha et al.[108] described the development of Hindi NER using the

ME approach. The features used for the Hindi NER task included orthographic

features, a�xes, previous words, next words of a particular word, gazetteer lists for

NER, parts-of-speech, and morphological features similar to the Bengali NER. The

training data used for the task consisted of 234K words, collected from the newspaper

Dainik Jagaran, which was manually annotated and had 16,482 NEs. Four types of

NEs were considered, namely person, location, organization, and date. The authors

used a module for the semi-automatic learning of context patterns where the quality

of the pattern was determined by Precision and coverage. The system was evaluated

using a blind test corpus of 25K words and provided an F-measure of 81.52%. In

Saha et al.[107] the authors achieved F-measure of 80.01% using word selection and

word clustering-based feature reduction techniques. Saha et al.[106] used the same

features to also develop an ME-based system. However, the authors used a two-

phase transliteration methodology to make English lists useful in the Hindi NER

task. This transliteration approach was also applied to the Bengali NER task. The

highest F-measure achieved by an ME-based system for Hindi was 75.89% which
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then increased to 81.12% by using the transliteration-based gazetteer list. The F-

measure was 69.59% for Bengali. The di↵erence in the accuracy between these two

languages was that the training corpus for Bengali was only 68K words whereas in

Hindi the corpus contains 243,K words.

CRF Approach: Goyal[47] focused on building Hindi NER using CRFs. He used

the NLPAI Machine Learning Contest 2007 data for experiments5. Features such

as contextual (word window, chunk window), statistical (binary features, trigger

words), and word internal features (such as prefix and su�x information) were used

for three di↵erent modules, namely the Named Entity Recognition (NER) module6,

the Named Entity Classes (NEC) module7 and the Nested Named Entity (NNE)

module8. The author used BIO9 model tagging for NEs. This method was evaluated

on two di↵erent test sets and it attained a maximum F1-measure of 49.2% and

nested F1-measure of 50.1% for test set 1 which contains 1091 sentences; maximum

F1-measure 44.97% and nested F1-measure 43.70% for test set 2 which contains

744 sentences; and F-measure of 58.85% on the development set. The di↵erence

in the numbers could be due to di↵erences in the test and development sets. The

author also compared the results on Hindi data with English data of the CONLL

shared task of 2003. They trained this system on English data of the CONLL-

2003 shared task, considering only contextual features since they give maximum

accuracy. They obtained overall F-measures of 84.09% and 75.81% on the test sets.

The big di↵erence in F-measure between Hindi and English data was due to the

inconsistency of annotated data in the Hindi dataset. Also, the data used in Hindi

was from several domains in which many of the terms do not occur in the corpus

more than once. It also showed that the accuracy of POS taggers, chunkers, and

5http://ltrc.iiit.ac.in/nlpai contest07/cgi-bin/index.cgi?topic=3
6Identifies whether an entity is NE or not
7Identifies the type of label associated with each entity
8Identifies the nested named entities
9Beginning,Internal and Outside
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morphological analyzers was not good in Hindi when compared to English. The

di↵erences in the domains of the test set and the development set also led to the

poor result for Hindi when compared to English.

Gupta and Arora[49] used a CRF model to develop Hindi NER. They used context

features (previous and next words of a particular word), a context word list (every

language uses some specific patterns which may act as clue words and the list of

such type of words was called a context list), and POS tags. The data used for the

training of the model were taken from the tourism domain collected from the Web.

The collected data were tagged with a POS tagger and the POS tagged data were

manually tagged in BIO format for NER. The authors conducted the experiment on

a testing dataset of 150 sentences whereas a model was created with 3K sentences.

Finally, after adding the NE tag, the F-measures of the results for person were 66.7%;

for location 69.5% and for organization 58%. The results using CRF are much better

compared to those using ME because CRF discovers relevant features and also adds

new features in the process. Li and McCallum[71] described the application of

CRF with feature induction to the Hindi NER task. They considered three types of

entities: person, location, and organization. They used the BIO format to demarcate

entity boundaries,. The training corpus consisted of 340K words from the BBC

(British Broadcasting Corporation) and EMI (External Machine Interface). There

were 4,540 person, 7,342 location, and 3,181 organization NEs in the training data.

A combination of Gaussian prior and early-stopping based on the results of tenfold

cross-validation was used to reduce overfitting. Finally, the experimental results for

validation and test sets were 82.55% and 71.50% respectively. The high accuracy

was due to the use of Gaussian prior and early stopping. It is one of the simplest

and most widely used means of avoiding overfitting and dividing the data into two

sets: a training set and a validation set to reduce overfitting.

HMM Approach: Chopra et al.[23] discuss NER in the Hindi language by using
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the rule-based approach and HMM approach. They showed that only a rule-based

approach gave an F-measure of 47.5% whereas HMM gives 89.78% and a combination

of both performs well in the NER based system.

2.2.3 NER in Telugu

ME Approach: Raju et al.[97] developed a Telugu NER system by using the ME

approach. The corpus was collected from the Eenaadu and Vaarta newspapers

and the Telugu Wikipedia. The system used contextual information for words such

as su�xes and prefixes, frequent word lists, and bigrams. A gazetteer list was

also prepared manually or semi-automatically from the corpus. They obtained F-

measures of 72.07% for person, 60.76% for organization, 68.40% for location, and

45.28% for others, respectively. The reason for the low accuracy compared to the

other languages was that Telugu, which is a Dravidian language, has a very complex

morphology. Also, there was lack of a proper amount of annotated data, name

dictionaries, and a good morphological analyzer.

CRF Approach: Srikanth and Murthy[125] used part of the Language Engineering

Research Centre Telugu corpus consisting of a variety of books and articles at

the University of Hyderabad (LERC-UoH). The authors also used two popular

newspaper corpora, the Andhraprabha corpus consisting of 1.3 million words and the

Eenaadu corpus consisting of 26 million words in which there were approximately

200K unique wordforms. The features used include morphological features, lengths

of words, stop words, a�xes, POS tags, orthographic information, and su�xes.

A CRF-based noun tagger was built for noun identification. It was trained on a

manually-tagged dataset of 13,425 words and tested on a test data set of 6,223

words. The authors obtained an F-measure of 91.95%. Then they developed a rule-

based NER system using a corpus of 72,152 words including 6,268 NEs. The main
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goal was to identify person, place, and organization names by using a bootstrapping

approach. Finally, they also developed a CRF-based NER system as well. They

achieved overall F-measures between 80% and 97% in various experiments. In the

final experiment, the authors developed a CRF-based noun tagger whose output

was one of the features for the CRF-based NER system. The results obtained were

much better than the other approaches, as they developed training data using a

heuristic-based system through bootstrapping.

Shishtla et al.[119] conducted an experiment on the development data released as

a part of NER for the South and South-east Asian Languages (NERSSEAL 2008)

Competition using CRF. The corpus consisted of 64,026 tokens of which 10,894

were NEs. The corpus was divided into training and testing sets where the former

consisted of 46,068 tokens out of which 8,485 were NEs, and the latter consisted

of 17,951 tokens of which 2,407 were NEs. Tagging of the corpus was done using

the BIE format. The authors used language-independent features such as previous

and next word information, prefixes and su�xes; and language-dependent features

such POS tags, and chunks of words to help identify the boundary of NEs. The

best-performing model gave an F-measure of 89.8%, which was comparable to the

result obtained by Srikanth and Murthy[125].

2.2.4 NER in Tamil

CRF Approach: Vijaykrishna and Sobha[96] developed a domain-specific Tamil NER

for tourism using CRF. It handled morphological inflection and nested tagging of

NEs with a hierarchical tagset consisting of 106 tags. CRF++, an open-source

toolkit for linear-chain CRF, was used to build a CRF model for NER. The attributes

used to infer whether a phrase was an NE or not were roots of words, POS tags,

patterns, and bigrams of NE labels. A corpus size of 94K was tagged manually for
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POS, NP chunking, and NE annotations. The CRF was trained and CRF models for

each of the levels in the hierarchy were obtained. The system obtained a Precision

of 88.52%, Recall of 73.71% and F-measure of 80.44%. Precision was high as tagging

was done only when the root word was taken from the training corpus, or the context

of the current word was similar to the context of the NEs already in the training

corpus. But when the NEs and their context were new to the CRF, they were

most likely to not be tagged, resulting in low Recall. Malarkodi et al.[104] describe

various challenges while developing Tamil NER using the CRF approach. A tagset

of 106 was used for the approach. Various features were used and they discussed the

ways to overcome di↵eent challenges using morphological features, the smoothing

technique, etc.

Hybrid Approach: Pandian et al.[92] presented a hybrid three-stage approach for

Tamil NER. The first phase included the classification of the NEs by shallow parsing

using a dictionary of word clues and case markers. In the second phase, shallow

semantic parsing and syntactic and semantic information were used to identify the

NE type. The final phase included statistical information from a training corpus.

The Viterbi algorithm was used to identify the best sequence for the first two phases

and then modified to resolve the problem of free-word order. Both NER tags and

POS tags were used as the hidden variables in the algorithm. The system was able

to obtain an F-measure of 72.72% for various entity types The accuracy of the NER

was greatly dependent on the training corpus and the best results were obtained

when both the test and the training corpora were similar.

2.2.5 NER In Oriya

Biswas et al.[17] presented a hybrid system for Oriya that applied ME, HMM and

handcrafted rules to recognize NEs. First, the ME model was used to identify NEs
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from the corpus. Then this tagged corpus was regarded as training data for the

HMM which was used for the final tagging. The features used included su�x and

prefix, root words, gazetteer features, POS, and morphological features. Linguistic

rules were also used to identify NEs. The annotated data used in the system were in

BIO10format. The system obtained an F-measure between 75% and 90%. Finally,

the authors concluded that the performance of NER could be improved by using

a hybrid approach compared to using only a single statistical model and that the

developed system was adaptable to di↵erent domains regardless of the size of the

training corpus.

2.2.6 NER in Urdu

Rule-based Approach: Riaz[100] discussed di↵erent approaches NER and challenges

of NER, particularly for Urdu. The author identified the complex relationship

between Hindi and Urdu and found that NER computation models for Hindi

could not be used for Urdu NER. He also described a rule-based NER system

which outperformed the models that used statistical learning. The experiment

was carried out on the Becker-Riaz corpus consisting of 2,262 documents and the

result showed an F-measure of 91.11%. He concluded that the rule-based approach

was superior to the CRF approach used in the International Joint Conference on

Natural Language Processing (IJCNLP) 2008 NER workshop. Jahangir et al.[57]

discussed NER using the unigram and bigram models. The gazetteer list was also

prepared for the recognition of NEs. The unigram NER tagger using the gazetteer

list achieves Precision of 85.21%, Recall 88.63%, and F-measure 75.14%; the bigram

gave Precision of 66.20%, Recall 88.18%, and F-measure 75.83%.

HMM Approach: Jahan and Siddiqui[56] discussed NER using the HMM model

10Beginning, Internal, and Outside words of an NE
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and their system performs with 100% accuracy. Whereas Naz et al.[89] presented a

brief overview of the previous work done on NER systems for South and South-east

Asian Languages (SSEAL), the existing work in Urdu NER is a scarcely resourced

and morphologically rich language.

CRF Approach: Mukund and Srihari[85] proposed a model that involved four levels

of text processing for Urdu. Since they had limited data for training both the

POS tagger as well as the NE models, a technique was proposed to help maximize

the learning for e�cient tagging. Two types of models were used. One a two-stage

model that used POS information to perform NE tagging, and the other a four-stage

model for NE tagging that used POS information with bootstrapping. CRF++11,

an open-source tool that used the CRF learning algorithm was used. The two-stage

model achieved an F-measure of 55.3%; F-measure for the four-stage model was

68.9%. The better performance of the four-stage model was due to the use of a

hybrid approach, i.e, the CRF approach and a rule-based approach, whereas the

two-stage approach used only POS information to perform NE tagging.

2.2.7 NER in Punjabi

CRF Approach: Kaur et al.[61] developed a stand-alone Punjabi NER system using

the CRF approach. Features such as context word features, prefixes and su�xes,

POS, gazetteer lists, and NE information were used. Experimental results showed

an F-measure of 80.92%. They found that the F-score varied with di↵erent NE

tags, and concluded that the NER system could be changed according to the type

of NE requirements. Gupta and Lehal[50] discuss NER in their paper for text

summarization for Punjabi language using condition-based approaches. Various

rules were developed such as prefix rule, su�x rule, proper-name rule, middle-name

11http://crfpp.sourceforge.net/
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rule, and last-name rule, and a gazetteer was developed for prefix names, su�x

names, proper names, middle names, and last names. The Precision, Recall, and

F-Score for the condition-based NER approach were 89.32%, 83.4%, and 86.25%

respectively. Singh[122] developed NER using the CRF approach. Various features

like su�x, prefix, context words, POS, gazetteer along with unigram and bigram

are used. Finally, the system gave an F-measure of 85.78%.

2.2.8 NER in Kannada

Rule-based Approach: Melinamath[80] discussed a rule-based approach for NER for

Kannada by preparing a dictionary containing proper nouns, su�x list, prefix list,

gazetteer, and a set of handcrafted rules and came with an F-measure of 85%-90%.

On the other hand, Amarappa and Sathyanarayana[5] developed a supervised and

rule-based NER system. The HMM model along with a set of rules are used to

extract the root word of the NE, coming with an F-measure of 94.85%.

Besides these languages, work on NER in Odiya, Malayalam, Nepali and Manipuri

can also be found. Balabantaray et al.[11] present an Odiya NER system using the

CRF approach. Their approach handles nested tagging of NEs with a hierarchial

tagset of 117. They perform tenfold cross-validation and their system gave an

Fmeasure of 79%. Balabantaray[12] discuss an NER system based on CRF by using

various types of features. Using the CRF++ tool the system gave an accuracy

of 71%, but the performance of the system decreases when combined with the

POS tag and a gazetteer. Jayan[58] presented a Malayalam NER system using

two supervised taggers, TnT and SVM. They showed that for known words SVM

performs better but for unknown words TnT performs well. However, for embedded

tags a combination of rules along with TnT shows better results, giving an accuracy

of 73.42%. Bindu and Idicula [103] presented a NE Recognizer for Malayalam
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using the CRF method based on linguistic grammar principles and their system

gave Precision of 85.52%, Recall 86.32%, and F-measure 85.61%. Singh et al.[124]

discussed the development of the NER system in Manipuri. SVM along with the

baseline system is used for the development of the system. Experimental results

gave an F-measure of 94.59%. Bam and Shahi[13] discussed the NER in Nepali text

using the SVM model. The system learns well from the small set of training data

and increases the rate of learning when the training size is increased. Dey et al.[30]

discussed the development of the NER detection tool using the HMM and rule-based

approaches for Nepali language. Along with the NER tool they also developed the

stemming tool, POS tool, etc.

2.2.9 International Work done on NER

Besides the work in Indian languages NER can also be found in other languages.

Some of the work found in English, Arabic, Japanese, Chinese etc are briefly

described below:

Benajiba et al.[15] discusses the problem of NER in Arabic using three machine

learning approaches namely CRF,SVM and ME. Di↵erent types of features such as

contextual, lexical and morphological and shallow syntactic features are considered.

Two sets of data are used one of which is the standard ACE 2003 broadcast news

data and the other is manually created data set. The ACE 2003 data defines

four di↵erent classes:Person, Geographical and Political Entities, Organization and

Facility. The system finally yields an highest F-measure of 83.34% using CRF

on ACE data. Tran et al.[94] discusses NER in Vietnamese language using SVM

which is then compared to CRF and found that SVM model outperforms CRF by

optimizing its feature window size, thus obtaining an overall F-measure of 87.75%
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whereas using CRF the system achieves an F-measure of 86.48%. Hwang et al.[134]

discussesd NER for Korean language using HMM based NER using compound word

construction principle. The compound word consists of proper noun, common

noun or bound noun etc. These nouns are classifiied into 4 classes: independent

entity, constituent entity, adjacent entity and not an entity. Experimental results

show that this approach is better than rule-based in the Korean NER. Liao and

Veeramachaneni[72] presented a semi-supervised algorithm for NER using CRF.

The main aim of this approach is to select unlabelled data that has been classified

with low confidence by the classifier trained on the original training data, but whose

labels are known with high precision from independent evidence. The algorithm

achieves an average improvement of 12 in recall and 4 in precision compared to

supervised algorithm and it also showed that the algorithm achieves high accuracy

when both the training and test sets are from di↵erent domains. Tkachenko and

Simanovsky[129] presents a comprehensive set of features used in supervised NER.

Di↵erent types of datasets are used such as CoNll 2003 which is an English language

dataset for NER comprising Reuters newswire articles annotated with four entity

types: Person, Location, Organization and Miscellaneous. OntoNotes version 4 is

also an English dataset comprising Wall street Journal, CNN news and web blogs

and lastly, NLPBA2004 is a bio-medical dataset. CRF approach is used which

achieves an F-measure of 91.02% on CoNLL 2003 dataset and 81.4% on Onto Notes

version 4 CNN dataset and NLPBA2004 dataset. Sasano and Kurohashi[111] use

four types of structural information for Japanese NER using SVM. The four types

are cache feature, coreference relations, syntactic feature and caseframe features.

The approach is evaluated on CRL NE data and gives a higher F-measure than

an existing approach that does not use structural information. They also conduct

experiment on IREX NE data and an NE annotated web corpus and prove that

structural information improves the performance of NER. Seok et al.[114] apply
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word embedding to feature for NER using CRF. They use GloVE, Word2 Vec,

CCA as embedding method. The Reuters Corpus Volume 1 is used to create word

embedding and 2003 shared taskcorpus of CoNLL is used for training and testing.

Their experiment shows that CCA(85.96) in Test A and Word2 Vec(80.72) in Test B

give the best performance but when word embedding is used as a feature for NER,

it does not show better results than baseline that does not use word embedding.

Florian et al.[44] present a framework for NER by combining four classifiers viz.,

robust linear classifier, maximum entropy, transformation based learning and Hidden

Markov model. They use an English dataset which achieves an F-measure of

91.6% by combining all the four classifiers. Isozaki and Kazawa[54] in their paper

first propose SVM based NE recognizer which shows that SVM classifiers are too

ine�cient. Thus they apply chunking and part-of-speech tagging which makes the

system substantially faster.

2.2.10 Work done on NER using Gazetteer

Apart from the work done in NER using Machine learning approaches, work on

NER can also be find using Gazetteer lists. Gazetteers are very useful resources for

NER. The following are some of the work on NER using gazetteer list. Kozareva[65]

presents the development of a spanish NER based on Machine-learning approach.

The author explores the automatic generation of gazetteer lists from unlabeled

data and building of NER with labelled and unlabelled data. CoNll 2002 data

and the Spanish corpus are considered and several experiments are conducted to

obtain a better idea for the performance of the classification method. Jahangir

et al.[57] discuss Urdu NER using two basic n-gram namely unigram and bigram

and also by using gazetteer list. The unigram NER tagger using gazetteer list

achieves 65.25% Precision, 88.63% Recall and 75.14% F-measue and bigram NER
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tagger using gazetteer list and backo↵ smoothing achieves Precison of 66.20%,

Recall 88.18% and 75.83% F-measure. Saha et al.[109] decribe the approach for

the preparation of gazetteer for NER in Indian languages. Two methodologies are

used for the preparation of the gazetteer- one is the transliteration system which

uses an intermediate alphabet and the second approach is the context pattern

induction based domain specfic gazetteer preparation. The transliteration based

approaches are useful when there is availability of English name list. The second

approach uses bootstrapping to prepare the gazetteer from a large corpus starting

from a few seed entities. Jahan and Chopra[55] discuss a hybrid approach for NER

which is a combination of HMM and gazetteer to increase the accuracy of the NER

system. Combining both the appraches they achieved an F-measure of 97.95% for

Person and 98.80% for Location which is much better than the individual approach.

By using HMM they achieve 85.70% for Person and 95.50% for location whereas

57% for Person and 37% for location using gazetteer. Dey and Prukayastha[31]

present the gazetteer method and HMM using n-gram technique. They also describe

the di↵erent approaches of NER and also the problem faced in handling Nepali

grammar. Finally their experiment achieves an accuracy of 76.92% for Person,

88.14% for Organization and 77.42% for Location from 1000 sentences using n-gram

and gazetteer method. Nadeau et al.[88] propose an NER system that combines

named entity extraction with a simple form of named entity disambiguation. The

performance of the unsupervised system is compared with that of base supervised

system using MUC7 NER corpus. The unsupervised system is composed of two

modules. The first one is used to create large gazetteer of entities such as list of cities,

etc, and the second module uses simple heuristic to identify and classify entities in

the context of a given document. Kazama and Torisawa[64] propose constructing a

gazetteer for NER by using large scale clustering of dependency relations between

verbs and multiword nouns(MN). They parallelize a clustering algorithm based
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Figure 2.1: Comparison of approaches for di↵erent languages

on Expectation Maximization(EM) and thus enabling the construction of large

scale MN clusters. IREX dataset is used to demonstrate the usefulness of cluster

gazetteer . They also compare the cluster gazetteer with the wikipedia gazetteer by

following the method of Kazama and Torisawa[63]. Further they demonstrate that

the combination of the cluster gazetteer and a gazetteer extracted from wikipedia

can further improve the accuracy in several cases.

The overall performance of the di↵erent approaches in di↵erent languages is shown

in Fig 2.1. In the fig, we have considered only the best results for the di↵erent

approaches and dataset more than 50K.
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2.3 Tagsets

A standard tagset has been used by several authors for their work on NER in di↵erent

Indian languages, namely, the IJCNLP-08 shared task tagset consisting of 12 tags

[36]. There is a second tagset named Named Entity tagset defined by Ekbal and

Bandyopadhyay consisting of 17 tags [32, 34, 35]. These two tagsets are described

below.

2.3.1 The IJCNLP-08 Shared Task Tagset

This tagset includes the tags: NEP-Person name, NEL-Location name, NEO-

Organization name, NED-Designation name, NEA-Abbreviation name, NEB-Brand,

NETP-Title-person, NETO-Title-object, NEN-Number, NEM-Measure, NETE-

Terms and NETI-Time.

2.3.2 The Named Entity Tagset by Ekbal and

Bandopadhyay

This tagset contains the tags: PER: Single-word person name; LOC: Single-

word location name; ORG: Single-word organization name; MISC: Single-word

miscellaneous name; BIE-PER: Beginning, Internal or the end of a multiword

person name; BIE-LOC: Beginning, Internal or the end of a multiword location

name; BIE-ORGL: Beginning, Internal or the end of a multiword organization

name; BIE-MISC: Beginning, Internal or the end of a multiword miscellaneous

name; and NNE-words that are not NEs. In addition to these tagsets, several

authors use the four most commonly used tags: PER: Person; LOC: Location;
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ORG: Organization and MISC: Miscellaneous. [32] also used the 26 di↵erent POS

tags given below. NN: Noun; NNP: Proper Noun; PRP: Pronoun; VFM: Verb

Finite Main; VAUX: Verb Auxillary; VJJ: Verb Non-Finite Adjectival; VRB: Verb

Non-Finite Adverbial; VNN: Verb Non-Finite Nominal; JJ: Adjective; RB: Adverb;

NLOC: Noun location; PREP: Postposition; RP: Particle; CC: Conjunct; QW:

Question Words; QF: Quantifier; QFNUM: Number Quantifiers; INTF: Intensifier;

NEG: Negative Compound Nouns; NNC: Compound Common Nouns; NNPC:

Compound Proper Nouns; NVB: Noun; JVB: Adj; RBVB: Adv; UH: Interjection

words (HAM and interjections); and SYM: Special: Not classified in any of the

above. NNP Proper Noun, PRP Pronoun, Besides this tagset, a tagset containing

106 tags Vijaykrishna and Sobha[96] has been used in Tamil where Level 1 contains

25 tags, Level 2 contains 50 tags and Level 3 has 31 tags.

2.3.3 CoNLL 2003 Shared Tagset

The tagset used by CoNLL 2003 consists of four tags, namely PER: Person; LOC:

Location; ORG: Organization; and MISC: Miscellaneous. This tagging scheme is

the IOB scheme originally put forward by Ramshaw and Marcus[99].

2.4 Evaluation Metrics used in NER

In information retrieval, Precision (also called positive predictive value) is the

fraction of retrieved instances that are relevant, while Recall is the fraction of

relevant instances that are retrieved. Both Precision and Recall are, therefore, based

on an understanding measure of relevance. In a classification task, the Precision for

a class is the number of true positives (i.e., the number of items correctly labeled
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as belonging to the positive class) divided by the total number of elements labeled

as belonging to the positive class (i.e., the sum of true positives and false positives,

which are items incorrectly labeled as belonging to the class). Recall is defined as

the number of true positives divided by the total number of elements that actually

belong to the positive class (i.e., the sum of true positives and false negatives, which

are items which were not labeled as belonging to the positive class but should have

been). In information retrieval contexts, Precision and Recall are defined in terms

of a set of retrieved documents and a set of relevant documents.

Precision is the fraction of retrieved documents that are relevant to the find:

P =
St \ Pt

Pt
(2.1)

where S
t

= Relevant documents, and P
t

= Retrieved documents.

Recall in information retrieval is the fraction of the documents that are

relevant to the query that are successfully retrieved.

R =
St \ Pt

St
(2.2)

where S
t

= Relevant documents, and P
t

= Retrieved documents. Individually

Precision and Recall do not give a complete idea of e↵ectiveness of a method. The

standard approach is to use the F-measure, which is the harmonic mean of precision

and recall, calculated as below:

F = 2
P ⇥R

P + R
(2.3)
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2.5 Cross-validation

Cross-validation is a method used for the evaluation of a supervised learning method.

The model is given a set of known data (training data) and a set of unknown data

(test data). In the cross-validation technique the data are divided into k subsets of

which k-1 subsets are used for training data and then the learned program is tested

on the one remaining subset. The process is repeated k times and is known as k-fold

cross validation. In NER it is the most widely used technique for evaluation.

Cross-validation can be classified into two types: exhaustive, and non-exhaustive

cross-validation.

1. Exhaustive cross-validation:- In exhaustive cross-validation, the learning

program learns and is tested on all possible ways to divide the original sample

into a training and a validation set. There are two cases.

• Leave-p-out cross-validation: In Leave-p-out cross-validation (LpO CV)

the method uses p observations as the validation set and the remaining

observations as the training set.

• Leave-one-out cross-validation:

Leave-one-out cross-validation (LOOCV) is a particular case of leave-p-

out cross-validation with p = 1.

2. Non-exhaustive cross-validation:- Non-exhaustive cross-validation methods do

not compute all ways of splitting the original sample. It is an approximations

of leave-p-out cross-validation.
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2.6 Conclusion

This chapter discusses the work on NER in di↵erent Indian languages using di↵erent

approaches. The performance of the individual work along with its accuracy is also

discussed. Di↵erent tagsets are used in the work. Moreover, there are several reasons

that lead to the poor performance of NER systems. Lastly we summarize all the

work done on di↵erent languages using di↵erent approaches along with the accuracies

obtained in Table 2.2 and Table 2.1.

We have seen that a considerable amount of work has been done in NER in di↵erent

languages using di↵erent approaches. From the survey done on di↵erent work by

di↵erent researchers, it has been found that there are several reasons that lead to

the poor performance of a particular system such as the smaller quantum of training

data, inability to handle unknown words, and lack of a dictionary or a lexicon in

a particular language. Moreover, di↵erences in the test set and the development

set also decreases the accuracy of a system. Di↵erent language independent and

dependent features also help in identifying the named entities. Lack of proper

resources, lack of a good morphological analyzer, and lack of a proper dictionary

also degrade the system performance. Rule-based methods generally fail in cases

of exceptions, but ML approaches fail less drastically in exceptions. Rule-sets are

generally not exhaustive, and do not cover ambiguous words. For example, the word

Shree ( ) acts both as a prenominal word and a person name. Whenever there exists

a prenominal word the next word is a person name. But when we come across a

sentence like ( )— (Shree gharaloi gol, meaning Shree went home). In this

case the word after ( ) is not a person named entity, which violates the rule.
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Table 2.1: NER approaches in Indian languages

Language Reference Approach Data Size(words) F-measure(%)

Bengali Banerjee et al.[14] Margin Infused Algo Train-112845 89.69

Test-38708

Ekbal and Bandyopadhyay[39] Classifier Train-150K 92.98

Test-30K

Ekbal and Bandyopadhyay[37] Classifier Train-220K 89.03

Test-30K

Hasan et al.[51] NER and POS tagger Train-220K 70.87

Test-30K

Ekbal and Bandyopadhyay[35] SVM Train-130K 91.8

Test-20K

Ekbal and Bandyopadhyay[40] SVM Train-150K 84.15

Test-50K

Hasanuzzaman et al.[52] ME Train-102,467 85.22

Test-20K

Ekbal and Bandyopadhyay[32] HMM Train-130K 84.5

Test-20K

Chaudhuri and Bhattacharya[21] n-gram Train-20 million 89.51

Test-100,000

Ekbal et al.[41] CRF Train-130K 90.7

Test-20K

Ekbal and Bandyopadhyay[38] Classifiers 35K 85.32

Ekbal and Bandyopadhyay[34] Shallow-Parser Train-541,171 P-75.40

Test-5000 sentences L-72.30

O-71.37

M-70.13
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Table 2.2: NER approaches in Indian languages

Language Reference Approach Data Size(words) F-measure(%)

Telugu Srikanth and Murthy[125] CRF Train-13,425 80-97

Test-6223

Shishtla et al.[119] CRF Train-46068 44.91

Test-1795

Raju et al.[97] ME eenadu, vaartha newspaper P-72.07

O-60.76

L-68.40

Others-45.28

Tamil Vijaykrishna and Sobha[96] CRF 94K 80.44

Pandian et al.[92] HMM 5500 words 72.72

Hindi Saha et al.[106] ME Train-243K 75.89

Test-25K

Saha et al.[108] ME Train-243K 81.52

Test- 25K

Hasanuzzaman et al.[52] ME Train-452974 82.66

Test-50K

Goyal[47] CRF Train-19825 sentences 58.85

Test-4812 sentences

Ekbal and Bandyopadhyay[32] HMM Train-150K 84.5

Gupta and Arora[49] CRF Test-150 sentences P-66.7

L-69.5

O-68

Li and Callum[71] CRF 340 K 82.55

Chopra et al.[23] Rule-based 47.5

HMM 89.78

Odiya Biswas et al.[17] ME and HMM 40210 words 75-90

Balabantaray et al.[11] CRF 277KB 79

Urdu Riaz[100] Rule-based 2262 documents 91.11

Jahangir et al.[57] Unigram Train-179,896 71.14

Bigram Test-4917 75.83

Jahan and Siddiqui[56] HMM 57 words 100

Mukund and Srihari[85] CRF Train-146,466 68.9

Test-8000

Punjabi Kaur et al.[61] CRF Train-45,975 80.92

Test-15000

Gupta and Lehal[50] Condition-based 200003 86.25

Singh[122] CRF 17 K 85.78

Kannada Melinamath[80] Rule-based 2423,4203,6537 85-90

Amarappa and Sathyanarayana[5] HMM+Rule-based Train- 10000 94.85

Test-130

Malayalam Jayan et al.[58] TnT and SVM Train-10000(tokens) 73.42

150(tokens)

Bindu and Idicula[103] CRF Train-8000 sentences 85.61

Test-2000 sentences

Manipuri Singh et al.[124] SVM Train-28,629 94.59

Test-4763
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Chapter 3

Rule-based and Gazetteer-based

NER for Assamese

3.1 Introduction

Di↵erent types of approaches exist in NER such as rule-based and ML-based

approaches. In this chapter, we discuss NER in Assamese using rule-based and

gazetteer-based approaches. Rule-based methods are seen to work well provided the

rules are carefully prepared and cover all possible cases. Similarly, for well known

proper nouns that occur frequently in texts, looking up a gazetteer list containing

such nouns works well for NER. We test NER in Assamese with rules as well as

with gazetteer lists approach. Our rule-based approach involves the identification

of the root word from an inflected or a derivational form; the process is known as

stemming. Handcrafted rules are also used to identify di↵erent classes of named

entities. The second approach of this chapter involves the NER using a gazetteer

list of persons, locations and organizations.
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3.2 Rule-based Approach

NER requires morphological analysis of the input words, i.e., analyzing how the

input words are created from basic units called morphemes. Generally, identification

of the root form of a word, i.e., stemming is required. Therefore, removal of su�xes

from root words by automatic means is an important task. Stemming is the process

of reducing inflected and derived words to their stems or base or root forms. For

example, the stem of the word governing is govern, of cats it is cat. The study

of stemming in Indian languages is quite limited compared to European, Middle-

Eastern and other Eastern languages. Apart from NER, stemming is widely used

in information retrieval(for example Frakes and Yates[45]) to improve performance.

When a user enters the word running, it is most likely that it will retrieve the

word run in the documents. In highly inflectional languages such as Assamese,

identification of the root form of words is more important. In other languages such

as English and Indian languages like Assamese and Bengali, there are words which

are not NEs, but their root words are NEs. For example the words

[E:Indian], or [E:Manipuri], which are adjective, are not named

entity, but the root words [E:India], or [E:Manipur]

are.

3.2.1 Di↵erent Approaches to Stemming

There are several types of stemming algorithms that di↵er with respect to

performance and accuracy. The following are some of the algorithms used in

stemming1.

1http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Stemming
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1. Brute-Force approach.

2. Su�x-Stripping approach.

3. Su�x-Substitution approach.

4. Lemmatization approach.

5. A�x-Removal approach.

6. Production approach.

7. Matching approach.

Brute-Force approach:- In the brute force approach, we employ a look-up table or a

database table which contains the relations between the root words and the inflected

words. To stem a word, the table is searched to find a matching inflection. If a

matching inflection or derivation is found, the root form is returned. For example,

if we enter the word cats, it searches for the word cat in the list. When a match is

found, it displays the word. The accuracy of the algorithm depends on the size of

the database. The more the entries in the database, the higher the accuracy.

Su�x-Stripping approach:- It does not rely on a look-up table that consists of

inflected forms and root form relations. This approach can also be called a rule-

based approach. A list of rules is created and stored. These rules provide a path

for the algorithm, to find the root form of a given input word form. For example, if

the word ends in es, it remove es.

Su�x-Substitution approach:- This technique is an improvement over su�x

stripping. The substitution rule replaces a su�x with an alternate su�x. Instead
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of removing the su�x, it replaces it with some other su�x. For example, ies is

replaced with ey. To illustrate, the algorithm may identify that both the ies su�x

stripping rule applies as well as the su�x substitution rule. In su�x substitution

friendlies becomes ly instead of friendly. Thus, friendliness becomes friendly

through substitution and becomes friendl through stripping.

A�x-Removal approach:- This approach is a generalization of su�x stripping. The

term a�x refers to either a prefix or a su�x. This approach performs stemming

by removing word prefixes and su�xes. It removes the longest possible string of

characters from a word according to a set of rules. For example, given the word

indefinitely, it identifies that the leading “in” is a prefix that can be removed.

Production approach:- Rather than trying to remove su�xes, the goal of a production

algorithm is to generate su�xes. For example, if the word is run, then the algorithm

might automatically generate the form running.

Matching Approach:- Such algorithms use a stem database. To stem a word

the algorithm tries to match it with stems from the database, applying various

constraints such as one based on the relative length of the candidate stem within

the word, for example, the word brows in browse and in browsing. On the other

hand, the short prefix be, which is the stem of such words as been, and being would

be considered as the stem of the word beside as well. This is a deficiency of this

method.
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3.2.2 Previous Work on Stemming

A considerable amount of work exists in English stemming. There are a number of

stemming algorithms for English such as those discussed by Paice[91], Lovins[73],

Dawson[29], Krovertz[101] and Porter[75]. Most of the work was done using rule-

based approaches[[75], [73]]. Among these, the Porter stemmer is the most prevalent

one since it can be applied to other languages as well. It is a rule-based stemmer with

five steps, each of which applies a set of rules. Indian-language work on stemming

includes Larkey[70], Ramanathan and Rao[8], Chen and Grey[3], Dasgupta and

Ng[28] and Sharma et al.[116]. Work on Assamese can also be found in Sharma

et al.[117] where the authors developed a lexicon and a morphology rule base.

Larkey[70] developed a Hindi lightweight stemmer using a manually-constructed

list of 27 common su�xes that include gender, number, tense, and nominalization.

A similar approach was used by Ramanathan and Rao[8] in which they used 65 of

the most common inflectional su�xes. Chen and Grey[3] describe a statistical Hindi

stemmer for evaluating the performance of a Hindi information retrieval system.

Sharma et al.[116] focus on word stemming of Assamese, particularly in identifying

the root words automatically when a lexicon is unavailable. Similar work has been

described in Dasgupta and Ng[28] for a Bengali morphological analyzer. Work

on a morphological analyzer and a stemmer for Nepali was described in Bal and

Shrestha[10]. Sharma et al.[118] discussed issues in Assamese morphology where

the presence of a large number of su�xal determiners, sandhis, samas, and su�x

sequences make almost half of the words inflected. Sarkar and Bandyopadhyay[110]

present the design of a rule-based stemmer for Bengali. Paik and Pariu[53] used an

n-gram approach for three languages, Hindi, Bengali and Marathi. Majgaonker and

Siddique[76] describe a rule-based and unsupervised Marathi stemmer. Similarly, a

su�x-stripping-based morphological analyser for Malayalam was described in Rajeev
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et al.[95]. Kumar and Rana[67] describe a stemmer for Punjabi language that uses

a brute force technique.

3.2.3 Assamese Language and its Morphology

Assamese is the principal language of Assam. It belongs to the Indic branch of

the Indo-European family spoken by around 30 million people in Assam, Arunachal

Pradesh and other north-eastern Indian states. A large amount of literary work can

be found in Assamese language. Assamese has derived its phonetic character set

and behavior from Sanskrit. It is written using the Assamese script. The history

of the Assamese language can be classified in three di↵erent eras: Early Assamese,

Middle Assamese and Modern Assamese. The way of writing Assamese is the same

as that of English, i.e., from left to right. There is no upper case or lower case in

this script. Bengali and Manipuri scripts are similar to the Assamese script except

that the Assamese consonant (ra) is distinct, and Assamese wabo) is not found

in Bengali.

The Assamese script consists of 11 vowels, 34 consonants and 10 digits. In addition

to these, it also includes conjunct words (juktakhars), i.e. a combination of

consonants. The punctuation marks used in Assamese are the same as those of

Roman except the full stop which uses the symbol (daari). In this language the

basic di↵erences exist among the following characters.

• Hraswa-i ( ) and dirgha-i ( ) and their corresponding operators ( ) and ( ).

• Hraswa-u ( ) and dirgha-u ( ), and their corresponding operators ( and().

• Pratham-sa ( ) and dwitiya-sa ( ),

murdhanya-ta ( ) and dantya-ta ( ),
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murdhanya-tha ( ) and dantya-tha ( ),

murdhanya-da ( ) and dantya-da ( ),

murdhanya-dha ( ) and dantya-dha ( ),

murdhanya-na ( ) and dantya-na ( ),

talabya-sa ( ), murdhanya-sa ( ) and dantya-sa ( ),

Assamese is a free-word order language, which means that the position of a word

in a sentence can change without changing the overall meaning. For example the

sentence

[E:I will go home today].

can be written in any of the following forms given below.

Here though the ordering of the words is changed the meaning remains the same.

The predominant word order is subject-object-verb.

Example: [E:Ram ate rice].

[E:Radha is reading book].

Assamese is highly inflectional in nature and requires morphological analysis of

the input words for further processing. Morphological analysis deals with the

identification of the internal structure of the words of a language. We find a large

number of words in Assamese which are morphologically transformed from the root
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word. Derivation and inflection through three types of transformations can be found,

viz., prefix, su�x, and compound forms.

An example of a word with a prefix is + =

[E:Fool].

An example of a word with su�x is + = [E:Foreigner].

An example of a compound words is + =

[E:People of Assam].

In Assamese, a single root word may have di↵erent morphological variants. For

example , , and [E:Ram’s, for Ram, to Ram]

are morphological variants of the word [E:Ram].

Di↵erent types of named entities may occur with di↵erent a�xes. Some of

the su�xes found in Assamese for location NEs and organization NEs are shown in

the Table 3.1.

Root Word Su�xes Surface form

[E:Manipur] [E:Manipuri]

[E:India] [E:Indian]

[E:India] [E:Bharat Ratna]

[E:College] [E:Of College]

[E:School] [E:Of School]

Table 3.1: Example of su�xes found in locations and organizations

Like other Indian languages, Assamese also follows a specific pattern of

su�xation, which is:

<token> = <root/stem word> + <inflection>.
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For example, [E:From book] = [E:Book] + , and

[E:The pen]= [E:Pen] +

3.2.4 Assamese Corpora

A corpus is a collection of text in a single or in multiple languages. Annotation is

an important task to be done in a corpus for linguistic research. It is the process

of adding a label or tag to each word. There are di↵erent sources through which a

corpus can be made such as newspapers, articles and books etc. Di↵erent corpora are

available in English and other Indian languages. But most of the Indian languages

are low-resource languages. In Assamese the number of corpora available is quite

small compared to other languages. Throughout our work we have used Assamese

text encoded in Unicode which ranges from U0980-U09F. The following are the

di↵erent corpora of Assamese that we have used.

1. EMILLE/CIIL Corpus : EMILLE (Enabling Minority Language Engineering)

developed jointly by Emille Project, Lancaster University, UK, and the CIIL

(Central Institute of Indian Languages), India; consisting of 2.6 million

wordforms.

2. Asomiya Pratidin Corpus : This corpus was obtained by downloading articles

from the website of newspaper during 2000-01 by Utpal Sharma at Tezpur

University. It consists of nearly 372,400 wordforms. The articles includes

general news, sports, news, editorials, etc.

3. Tezu Assamese Corpus : It is a collection of Web and news articles from online

newspapers and electronic magazines which consists of 2,950 articles.
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3.2.5 Our Approach

We have reported in Table 3.1 that di↵erent su�xes are attached to the root word

to form di↵erent words with di↵erent meanings. There are root words that represent

location NEs, whereas the surface words are not NE. The main aim of our approach

is to generate the root word from a given input word resulting in a location NE.

Some examples are given below in the Table 3.2. To obtain the root words, we

Table 3.2: Examples of location named entities

Root Surface form

[E:Assam] [E:Assamese]

[E:Nepal] [E:Nepali]

[E:Tezpur] [E:People of Tezpur]

[E:India] [E:People of India]

[E:India] [E:BaratRatna]

[E:Assam] [E:People of Assam]

[E:Jorhat] [E:People of Jorhat]

[E:bongalkusi] [E:People of bongalkusi]

use the su�x stripping approach. It is a fast process as the search is done only on

the su�x. We have listed some su�xes that identify a location such as [ ,

, , ] [E: These su�xes are used to identify location

names] and are described in Appendix A. These su�xes are normally attached to

the location root word to represent a location NE. Example of such NEs are

[E:Birubari] and [E:Khanapara]. We also see that

some su�xes apply to both as person names as well as locations such as [ , ,

] [E:These su�xes are used for both person names and location names]. For
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example: [ , ],[ , ].

Assamese uses derivations to add additional features to a root word to change its

grammatical category. Examples of such derivation are in Table 3.2. These words

are actually formed by adding features like [ , , ], etc., to location

names after which they are no longer NEs. But when these words are stemmed

using the su�x stripping approach, they produce NEs which fall under the location

category.

Below are the steps used in our approach. The input is an Assamese word which

occurs in a given text. The key file contains all possible su�xes such as:

, , , , [E:These are some su�xes when used

with location names changes its meaning].

that combine with the location NEs resulting in the change of the meaning of the

word. Finally the output is the root word that falls under location NE category.

• Input the word.

• Compare the input word with the keyfile[[ , , , , ].

• If the last character of the input word matches with an entry in the key file,

then

• Remove the su�x of the input word that matches with the keyfile from R.H.S.

• Exit.

The flow chart of our approach is shown in Fig 3.1.
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Figure 3.1: Flow Chart Of The Process
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Table 3.3: Su�x stripping experiment for location named entity

Feature Data

Total words 20,000

Total NE present (T) 475

Totasl NE retrieved (K) 565

Total correct NE retrieved (S) 465

Precision 82.3

Recall 97.8

F-measure 89

3.2.6 Results and Discussions

In this experiment, we use a part of the Asomiya Pratidin corpus of size 20K words.

We use su�x stripping for those words whose root words represent location NEs.

The statistics of the training data and the e↵ectiveness of the method are given in

Table 3.3. The f-measure of 89% obtained in this experiment shows the e↵ectiveness

of the proposed approach. We also observe some errors in our experiment. The

performance of this stemmer degrades for those words which do not have su�xes

attached to the root words and the last character of the root word matches with the

su�x list. Example of such words are:

• [E:Majuli].

• [E:Guwahati].

• [E:Dhubri].

• [E:Tinsukia].

• [E:Goroimari].
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• [E:Teteliya].

We see that some input words themselves are root words, but the last

character matches a su�x from the su�x list such as [ , ]

, etc. In these cases the stemmer removes the last character from the

word [ , ] , producing wrong stems [ ,

], which are no longer location NEs whereas the original words themselves

represent location NEs. Thus, in such cases the stemming approach should not be

applied to a word, which itself represents a location NE. To remove these errors, we

have created a dictionary or gazetteer of location names where the most frequently

occurring roots are kept and each word has to be checked against the list which is

described in Section 3.3.

We have also derived some hand coded rules to identify the di↵erent classes

of NE. These rules are based on detailed analysis of the three named classes using

the Assamese corpora available locally and data from the Internet. A person name

can be a single-word or multi-word entity, e.g., [E:Ram] and

[E:Ram Kumar]. In our rule-based approach, a person name is determined

based on its preceding and succeeding words, their associated attributes, like verb,

common noun, etc., and certain clue words present in a name. To determine a

single-word person name, we consider the surrounding context, as single-word names

normally do not contain any clue word. In case of a multi-word person name, there

are certain clue words associated with it. These words provide valuable information

in determining a person’s name. Clue words can be broadly categorized into three

classes, viz., title, surname, and middle word. A title like or

[E:These are used to identify a person name] etc normally marks the beginning

of a person name and a surname normally signifies the end, although at times we
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see multiple surnames within a single name e.g.,

[E:Ram Kumar Deka]. We have prepared three gazetteer lists, viz., title, surname,

and middle name to accommodate these words and use them while deriving the

rules. Maintaining such lists is relatively easy as the distinct number of clue words

is limited. Since person names can have multiple words, it is necessary to give a

proper labeling to a person name with a start and end tag.

It is often hard to derive a specific set of rules to identify a location name without

using any clue word list as location names hardly follow any specific pattern. We

have prepared a gazetteer for such clue words e.g., , ,

etc, [E: These lists are used for identifying place name] which help identify location

names described in Appendix A. Further, location names can also be found in

combination with person name such as

[E:Radgha Govindo Baruah Road].

We have made a list of 700 organization names and have analyzed that

organization names also follow a specific pattern. An organization name always

ends with an organization clue word such as

[E:Assamese Organization], [E:Indian Govt], but, no

consecutive organization clue words are normally seen in a single name. Organization

names like [E: Assam School

University] are not normally seen. So, if we find an organization clue word it can

be marked as the end of an organization name.

Most organization names can be seen with middle clue words such as

[E:Belguri Secondary School]. In a single

organization one or multiple middle clue words can exist. So, we have prepared a
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list of middle clue words for organizations.

There are a large number of organizations whose names are those of famous

persons or derived from names of famous persons such as

[E:Radha Govindo Baruah College]. And if a middle

clue word exists in an organization name, a person name normally comes before

such clue words e.g.,

[E:Radha Govindo Barua Boys School] but we do not normally see an

organization name like

[E:Higher Secondary Barua College]. We have prepared two gazetteer lists, viz.,

organization clue words and middle clue words to accommodate these words and use

them while deriving the rules. The organization clue words and the middle name

clue words are listed in Appendix A. Based on these analyses, we have postulated

some rules to tag the person, location, and organization. We have also derived rules

to identify the date, time, and measurement NE.

1. Rules for organizations :

A: Find organization clue words based on the common organization gazetteer

list.

B: If found, tag the word as the end word of an organization.

C: Search the middle clue words in the organization names.

D: If found, search for the previous word in the same gazetteer list else

E: Search for the previous word in the surname gazetteer list.

F: If found, search for the previous word in the same gazetteer list else

G: Search for the previous word in the title list.

H: If found, mark it as the beginning of an organization NE tag, else,

I: Mark as a beginning in the next word.
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Examples of Organization:

(a) [E:Belguri Higher

Secondary School] .

(b) [E:Assam University] .

(c) [E:Radha Govindo

Baruah College].

Example of Organization that fails:

(a) [E:Assam Kaziranga

University].

(b) [E:Sri Sri

Shankardev Higher Secondary School].

2. Rules for person names :

• Rules for multiword person names:

A: Find the surname based on the common surname gazetteer list.

B: If found, tag the word as the end word of a person NE

C: Search the previous word in the surname gazetteer list.

D: If found, search the previous word in the same gazetteer list else

E: Search the previous word in the title list.

F: If found, mark it as the beginning of a person NE tag else,

G: Mark it as the beginning in the next word.

Example of multiword person name:

(a) [E:Sri Hiren Kumar Barua].

(b) [E:Ram Sharma Deb]
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• Rules for single word person names :

– If the previous and succeeding words are verbs, the current word is

most likely to be a person name.

Example:

(a) [E:Ram

went to play after eating rice].

(b) [E: Ram is studying

after eating].

– If two words in sequence are both verbs, the previous word is most

likely to be a person name.

Example:

(a) [E: Kamal came running].

(b) [E:Hari is reading

book].

3. Rules for Location: If there exist a word like , , ,

[E:These words are used to represent a place name] etc., the

previous word represents a location named entity.

Example - [E:Kamrup district],

[E:Sonitpur district].

4. Rules for miscellaneous :

• If the current word is a number and the next word represents a unit

of measurement such as [E:Kilo] , [E:Gram] etc, it

represent a Measurement NE.

Example - [E:1 Kilo].
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• If the current word is a digit and the following word is a month name, it

represents a date NE.

Example - [E:1 June].

• If the current word is a number and the next word is a month name

followed by a digit, it represents a date NE.

Example - [E:5 June 2011].

• If the current word is a digit followed by a word like ,

, , [E:second, hour, minute], it

represents a time NE.

Example - , [E:3 mins].

• If there exists a month name preceded by a digit word list, it represents

date NE.

Example - - [E:6-7 June].

• If there exists a digit followed by a word , , it represents

date NE.

Example - [E:In 1992] , [E:10 year].

• If there exists a digit followed by a word [E:year], a digit and

a month name, it represents date NE.

Example - [E:1980 year 23 May].

• If a month name is followed by a word like it represents month NE.

Example - [E:May month].

• If a digit exists in a range followed by a month, it represents date NE.

Example - [E:1-4 June].

• If a dot exists between each consecutive letter, it is most likely to be an

Organization NE.
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Example - . . [b.j.p].

The above rules can also be represented as regular expression[121].

3.3 Gazetteer-based Approach

A traditional gazetteer is a dictionary or directory that contains information about

geographical names that are found in a map. Such information may include physical

features and social statistics of the place associated with the name. Gazetteers can be

obtained for persons and organizations as well. Since NER is the process of labeling

of proper nouns into di↵erent categories, viz., person, location, organization, and

miscellaneous, and gazetteers contain reference entity names that are labeled by

human experts in pre-defined categories relevant to the task, hence gazetteers are

useful for NER. For example a location gazetteer list may be used as a source of

background knowledge to label location NEs. We have prepared a gazetteer list of

persons, locations and organizations for use in NER from di↵erent sources, including

the Internet. Our gazetteers are simply lists of names of the appropriate type. These

lists are dynamic in nature as more names can be added to them later. The main

merits of building a gazetteer list is that high accuracy can be obtained depending

on the size of the list. Common disadvantages of the gazetteer-based approach list

include the following.

• The gazetteer list has to be updated regularly.

• Ambiguity exists among the words

We have encountered several issues while preparing the gazetteer lists such as

ambiguity among di↵erent classes of NEs, common noun and proper noun and
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spelling variations of a word. Some of the examples are listed below in the Table

3.4.

Table 3.4: Examples of issues in preparing gazetteer list

Spelling Variation Person vs Location Common noun vs Proper noun

,

,

, [margHerita]

,

We have manually tagged a corpus of 300K wordforms which can be used for

training and validation of statistical approaches to NER. Besides preparing the

gazetteer lists for person, location, and organization for Assamese, we have also

prepared lists of clue words for identifying person, location, and organization which

we use in the rule-based approach. The list is shown in Appendix A. The sizes

of the di↵erent gazetteer lists we prepared for our purpose is shown in Table 3.5.

The data collected for the di↵erent gazetteer lists are from various sources like the

Internet, and newspaper articles. The surname gazetteer list consists of surnames

used by people of di↵erent parts of Assam, and also some from foreign countries.

Our list consists of 1000 Assamese surnames, 4000 from di↵erent parts of India, and

1000 from outside India. Some of the sources used for collection of the data are

listed below.

1. http://en.wiktionary.org/wiki/Appendix:Indian-surnames.

2. http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Category:Assamese-language-surnames.

3. http://www.list4everything.com/list-of-common-surnames-in-assam.html.
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LIST DATA

Surname 6000

Location 12000

Organization Clue Words 37

Organization Middle Words 24

Location Clue Words 29

Pre-Nominal Words 120

Organization names 800

Person name 9600

Table 3.5: Data for gazetteer list

4. http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List-of-the-most-common-surnames-in-Europe.

5. www.usgennet.org/.../ne/.../ne-s...foreign surname.

6. http://www.rong-chang.com/namesdict/100-last-names.htm.

7. http://familypedia.wikia.com/wiki/List-of-most-common-surnames.

Similarly, the location gazetteer list consists of the names of districts, cities, and

villages of di↵erent parts of Assam, cities and villages of India, and some of foreign

countries. Our list contains 4,309 places of Assam, 5,754 places of di↵erent parts of

India, and 1,000 from outside India. Some of the sources used for collection of the

data are listed below.

1. http://www.listofcountriesoftheworld.com/.

2. http://www.indianmirror.com/tourism/home/alphabetical-list.html List of

cities in India.

3. http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List-of-districts-of-Assam.
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4. http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Category:Cities-and-towns-in-Assam-district.

Besides the above sources a possible source of free gazetteer data is

geonames(http://www.geonames.org). A test corpus of 100K wordforms is tagged

with three labels of NEs, viz., person, location, and organization considering the

gazetteer list for defined sets of classes. The results obtained for di↵erent classes of

NEs are shown in Table 3.6. The same corpus of 100K wordforms is once again tested

with the increase in the length of the gazetteer list which shows an improvement of

5-10% in accuracy.

Table 3.6: Results obtained using gazetteer list

Classes Size F-measure(%) Size F-measure(%)

Person 2298 74 6000 82.4

Location 8951 70.5 12000 78

Organization 500 78.8 800 80

Preparing a gazetteer list manually is a time-consuming and labor-intensive work.

Moreover, it is not possible for these lists to be exhaustive. It is seen that the

accuracy of a system increases as the lists increase in size. So, we prefer to prepare

automatic gazetteers to make the process easier and faster.

We have prepared an automatic gazetteer list based on the tagged corpus. Our

program will automatically read every word from the newly-tagged corpus and

write it in three di↵erent gazetteer lists as per the tag, viz., person, location and

organization. It is possible that a particular word may already exist in the gazetteer

lists, so a counter is used which is associated with every entry in the list. For

every new entry of a particular word the counter value will be always 1, and this is

incremented by 1, for each subsequent entry. This list consists of words which falls

under the open NC. The counter value gives a general idea of the occurrence of a
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particular word as a person name, location name or organization name. This list is

used to tag the remaining words of a corpus which are left untagged after applying

the ML, rules-based and gazetteer-based approaches.

In the unigram approach if a particular word is present in more than one list, we

consider the counter value to determine the highest probability of a word to be

tagged. But if the counter value is the same, the word is tagged based on the

precedence of person-location-organization. This precedence is based on our general

study of words to be most likely on which category it falls.

Thus the pseudocode for preparing the automatic gazetteer list is as follows:

• Step1: Consider a word automatically tagged as a person from the tagged

output file.

• Step2: Compare the tagged word of the output file in the person gazetteer list.

• Step3: If the word is present in the list, increment the counter i.e with each

entry by one.

• Step4: Otherwise, append the word in the list with counter value 1.

• Step5: Repeat the above four steps for all the words tagged as person in the

output file.

• Step6: Repeat steps 1 to 5 for organization and location.

3.3.1 Results and Discussions

The second approach of this chapter discusses the tagging of a corpus using gazetteer

list. Our gazetteer list is simply a look-up table for three classes of NEs, namely,

person, location, and organization. Ambiguity exists among the classes of NE while

preparing the list. A test corpus of 100K wordforms is used and our system shows

an improvement of 5-10% with increase in the length of the list.
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3.4 Conclusion

This chapter discusses NER using the rule-based and gazetteer-based approaches.

In NER, identification of the root word is an important task. We have tested a very

simple stemming approach for location NER which is very fast and also performs

reasonably well with an F-measure of 89%. Our experimental results also produce

some errors as discussed in Section 3.2.3. One may also implement our process

using finite state automata as well to improve e�ciency, provided the list of su�xes

is known during program coding. We have also derived some hand-crafted rules

that help identify the person, location, organization, date, and time NEs. We have

prepared di↵erent gazetteer lists manually and a corpus has been tagged using these

lists and found that the accuracy of a system depends on the size of the gazetteer list.

Since preparing a list manually is labor-intensive, we suggest a method for automatic

gazetteer updation which helps increase the length of the list. We came across

di↵erent ambiguities while preparing the gazetteer lists as the same name exists

in di↵erent classes of NEs. Assamese being a highly inflectional language, special

attention is required to handle morphological issues. Use of contextual information

may be incorporated to reduce errors due to ambiguity.
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Chapter 4

Machine Learning based NER for

Assamese

4.1 Introduction

For a resource-rich language like English, NER has shown high accuracies. But

development of NER for a resource-poor language like Assamese is challenging due

to unavailability of proper resources. In this chapter we present work on NER

using CRFs and HMM. Our’s is the first such work on NER in Assamese using

CRFs and HMM. The ML approach has advantages over the rule-based approach

in that it is adaptable to di↵erent domains, has robustness, and moreover, it is not

a time-consuming process, whereas the rule-based approach is labor-intensive and

time-consuming. Hence, we prefer to use an ML approach, i.e., CRFs and HMM,

which results in an accuracy of 75%-85%. Finally, we also propose a hybrid approach

which shows an improvement over both CRF and HMM.
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4.2 Features used in Named Entity Recognition

Di↵erent features of words can help in NER. For example, the Boolean feature of

capitalization provides a clue to NE:- if a word is capitalized it is represented as

true, otherwise it is false. Nadeau and Sekine [87] present three types of attributes

that an NER system may represent. We give examples of each type below.

1. Capitalization or lack of it can be represented by a Boolean attribute.

2. The length of a word in terms of characters can be represented as a numeric

attribute.

3. The lower case version of a word can be represented as a nominal attribute.

For example, The President of India attended the conference excluding the

punctuation would be represented by the following feature vector:

<true, 3, “the”>, <false, 9, “president”>, <false, 2, “of”>, <true, 5, “india”>,

<false, 8, attended>, <false, 3, “the”>, <false, 10, “conference”>.

Di↵erent types of contextual information along with a variety of other features

are used to identify NEs. Prefixes and su�xes of word also play important roles

in NE. The features used may be language-independent or dependent. Di↵erent

language independent features that help in identifying NEs include contextual

information, prefixes and su�xes of all the words, NE tags of previous and following

word(s), whether it is the first word, length of the word, whether the current “word”

is a sequence of digits, whether the current word is infrequent and the POS of

the current and surrounding words . In contrast, language dependent features

include the set of known su�xes; clue words that help identify person, location

and organization names; and designation words that help to identify person names

which is described below.
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Language independent features used in NER include the following.

1. NE information: The NE tag information for the previous and the following

words are important features in deciding the NE tag of the current word. For

example, [E:Ram went to Assam]. In this

example, is a person NE which helps identify that the next word is

likely to be again an NE. Similarly in Bengali,

[E:Ram went to Assam] can also help to identify the person NE.

2. Digit features : Di↵erent types of digit features have been used in NER. These

include whether the current token is a two-digit or four digit number, or a

combination of digits and periods and so on. For example, [5 jun

2011].

3. Organization su�x word list : Several known su�xes are used for organizations.

These help identify organization names. For example, if there exists a word like

Ltd or Co, [E:Govt] it is likely to be a part of an organization’s

name.

4. Length of words : It is often seen that short words less than 3 characters are

not usually NE. But there are exceptions, e.g., [E:Ram],

[E:Sita], [E:Ron].

Language dependent features used in NER include the following:

1. Action verb list : Person names generally appear before action verbs. Examples

of such action verbs in Assamese are [E:told],

[E:Went]. [E:Ram told it].

[E:Hari went to their home].

2. Organization su�x word list : It also acts as a language dependent features
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such as in Assamese there are some su�xes used for organization names such

as [E:Group] which identify an organization.

3. Context word features : Surrounding words, such as the previous and the next

word of a particular word serve as important features when finding NEs. For

example, a word like , or indicates the presence

of a location. These words are used to identify location names. Similarly,

[E:Expert], [E:Sportsman] and [E:Poet]

denote that the next word is a person name.

4. Word prefix and su�x : A fixed-length prefix or su�x of a word may be

used as a feature. It has been seen that many NEs share common prefix or

su�x strings which help identify them. For example, in Assamese

[E:Older Brother], [E:Older Sister] are used identify person NEs.

Similarly in Bengali, [E:Older Brother], [E:Older Sister]

are used to identify a person NEs.

5. POS : Part-of speech is an important feature in identifying the NEs. For

example, if two words in sequence are both verbs, the previous word is most

likely to be a person name. Example:

[E:Kamal came running]. Similarly in Bengali we can say as

[E:Kamal slept soon after having food].

6. Designation words : Words like Dr, Prof etc often indicate the position and

occupation of named persons, serving as clues to detect person NEs. For

example, in Assamese we can say as [E:Professor Das],

[E:Minister Bora said].
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4.3 CRF Approach

CRFs are a type of discriminative probabilistic model used for labeling and

segmenting sequential data such as natural-language text or biological sequences.

CRFs represent an undirected graphical model that define a single non-linear

distribution over the joint probability of an entire label sequence given a particular

observation sequence. CRFs can incorporate a large number of arbitrary, non-

independent features and are used to calculate the conditional probabilities of values

on designated output nodes, given the values on designated input nodes.

La↵erty et al.[69]define the the probability of a particular label sequence y given

observation sequence x to be a normalized product of potential functions, each of

the form

exp(
X

j

�
j

t
j

(y
i�1, yi

, x, i) +
X

k

µ
k

s
k

(y
i

, x, i)) (4.1)

where t
j

(y
i�1, yi

, x, i) is a transition feature function of the entire observation

sequence and the labels at positions i and i� 1 in the label sequence; s
k

(yi, x, i) is

a state feature function of the label at position i and the observation sequence; and

�
j

and µ
k

are parameters to be estimated from training data.

When defining feature functions, one constructs a set of real-valued features

b(x, i) of the observation to expresses some characteristic of the empirical

distribution of the training data that should also hold of the model distribution.

An example of such a feature is

b(x, i) =

8
><

>:

1 if the observation at position i is the word “September”

0 otherwise,

Each feature function takes on the value of one of these real-valued observation
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features b(x, i) if the current state (in the case of a state function) or previous

and current states (in the case of a transition function) take on particular values.

All feature functions are therefore real-valued. For example, consider the following

transition function:

t
j

(y
i�1, yi

, x, i) =

8
><

>:

b(x, i) if y
i�1 = IN and y

i

= NNP

0 otherwise,

The notation is simplified by writing

s(y
i

, x, i) = s(y
i�1, yi

, x, i) and F
j(y,x) =

P
n

i=1 f
j

(y
i�1, yi

, x, i),

where each f
j

(y
i�1, yi

, x, i) is either a state function s(y
i�1, yi

, x, i) or a transition

function t(y
i�1, yi

, x, i). This allows the probability of a label sequence y given an

observation sequence x to be written as

p(y|x, �) =
1

Z(x)
exp(

X

j

�
j

F
j

(y, x)). (4.2)

Z(x) is a normalization factor.

4.3.1 Experiment

When applying CRFs to the NER problem, an observation sequence is of tokens

of a sentence or document of text and the state sequence is the corresponding

label sequence. We have used the library called Stanford NER, which is a simple,

customizable, and open-source Java implementation of CRF for segmenting or

labeling sequential data. In the supervised ML approach, labeled training data

act as essential inputs to calculate the probability of a tag to be assigned to a

word in an untagged corpus. It is necessary to obtain quality training data for

supervised learning to be successful. The size of the training data also must be
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large enough for e↵ective learning. Since NER is the process of identification and

classification of the proper noun into di↵erent classes, the data must be annotated

with appropriate predefined labels. For the Stanford NER, the training file should

be in a tab-separated column, i.e., words in column 0 and the corresponding label

in column 1. For this purpose our corpus is tokenized into a word per line and is

annotated with the three labels, viz., person, location, and organization.

For example, consider a sentence

.

Thus the format of the training file for the above example is shown in the Table

4.1.

Annotation must be carried out by a domain expert to ensure quality. Maintaining

the quality of the training data is a di�cult task when several human experts are

engaged in labeling, as variations and inconsistencies may show up. These variations

exist as di↵erences arise among human experts while performing the annotation task.

The Inter-Annotator Agreement (IAA), also known as Inter-Annotator Consistency

is a widely used term in annotation. The main goal of this agreement is to identify

how well di↵erent annotators agree in the same annotation process for the defined

classes [127]. To reach a high level of IAA, multiple annotators must work in

the same annotation task in an iterative way so that all the discrepancies can be

identified and the best output produced. This overall process is time-consuming.

However, in most cases discrepancies still exist even if a rigorous process is followed

[84]. The unannotated data are the test data. An example of an annotated sentence

is given below:

<ENAMEX TYPE=“PERSON”> MR. X </ENAMEX> visited

<ENAMEX TYPE=“LOCATION”> U.S </ENAMEX> to attend a

conference held in <ENAMEX TYPE=“ORGANIZATION”> ABC Ltd.

</ENAMEX>.
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Table 4.1: Example of training file for CRF

Word Tag

Person

Person

Person

Person

Location

0

0

0

0

Location

0

Organization
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A considerable amount of work is seen in English, German and Chinese using the ML

approach, and the use of the ML approach is common in Indian languages. Indian

languages also su↵er from lack of annotated resources compared to other languages.

For our NER task, articles from the reputed Assamese newspaper Asomiya Pratidin

and the Emille Corpus described in Chapter3 consisting of 0.2 million wordforms

are used. Our corpus is split into two sets, one forms the training data, and the

other forms the test data. The CRFs are trained with the training data and the test

data is tagged using the CRF model. We have prepared the training data manually

by annotating with di↵erent classes of NEs. Issues that arise in annotating the data

which are as follows:

• Consider a NE like ( ) [E:Mahatma Gandhi

Road]. Here ( )( ) [E:Mahatma Gandhi] is tagged as a person and (

) [E:Mahatma Gandhi Road] as a location. In other words, the sequence

of the three words should be treated as a location name. In general, this is a

di�cult issue in NER.

• Words like ( ) [E:Andhra-Pradesh] should be treated

as a single NE. While preparing the training file, whenever a token like (

) [E:Andhra-Pradesh], or ( ) [E:Dr :] is found, it is

treated as several separate words as [E:Andhra], - , [E:Pradesh] and

[E:Dr], [E: (:)] according to the CRF rules.

• Spelling variation of particular words like ( ) and ( )

When preparing the training file in order to work with CRFs, we need to create

a serialized file that stores the probability of a particular order of training data.

It is then used to find the proper tag sequence for a given word sequence and to

tag the test data with the three defined NE classes. Table 4.2 shows the format
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of the serialized file for the CRF classifier. The first column is the number

of iterations, LINESEARCH is used to determine the maximum amount to

move along a given search direction, VALUE is the probability function value,

TIME is the total elapsed time required to calculate the probability, GNORM

is the normalization factor, and finally the AVEIMPROVE is the average

improvement/current value after normalization.

Table 4.2: Format of the Serialized file

Iter [LINESEARCH] VALUE TIME GNORM AVEIMPROVE

Iter 1 [11M 1.008E-4] 1.456E2 0.10s —1.600E2— 0.000E0

Iter 2 [33M 2.100E1] 1.066E2 0.19s —5.772E1— 1.832E-1

Iter 3 [M 1.000E0] 1.014E2 0.24s —8.977E1— 1.453E-1

Iter 4 [M 1.000E0] 8.994E1 0.27s —2.693E1— 1.547E-1

Iter 5 [M 1.000E0] 8.876E1 0.30s —1.326E1— 1.281E-1

Iter 6 [M 1.000E0] 8.712E1 0.33s —1.029E1— 1.119E-1

4.3.2 Results and Discussion

We conducted standard 3-fold experiments. In each fold, there are training

data and test data. Then in each fold, a learning model is created based on

the training data. Out of .2 million wordforms, a set of 130K wordforms have

been manually tagged with four tags namely person, location, organization

and miscellaneous. This set is used as the training set for the CRF based

NER system and the remaining 70K wordforms are considered test data. The

words which were unseen during the training phase are assigned the class 0. We
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present the precision, recall and f-measure for each of the 3-fold experiments

in Table 4.3, Table 4.4 and Table 4.14.

Table 4.3: NER results for Set 1 using CRF

Classes Precision Recall F-measure(%)

Person 83.8 75.6 79.4

Location 78.5 85.9 82.03

Organization 79.7 83.3 81.4

Miscellaneous 80.5 78.4 79.4

Table 4.4: NER results for Set 2 using CRF

Classes Precision Recall F-measure(%)

Person 97 62 75.6

Location 91.7 60.6 72.9

Organization 84 76.2 79.8

Miscellaneous 85 72.8 72.8

We see that our CRF-based NER system encounters errors while labeling

the NEs. We use di↵erent language-dependent and independent features,

but sometimes wrong labels assigned. Examples of such errors are: (

) [E:being the wife of Chief Minister],

( ) [E:Governor Srinivas] , (

) [E: There were eight witers]. Whenever

the system finds words like , and

, the next word is tagged as a person name when often they are not.
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Table 4.5: NER results for Set 3 using CRF

Classes Precision Recall F-measure(%)

Person 79.5 81.2 80.2

Location 80 82.1 81.03

Organization 78.4 79.5 78.9

Miscellaneous 83.2 85.4 84.2

Table 4.6: Average CRF Results

Classes F-measure(%)

Person 78.4

Location 78.65

Organization 80.03

Miscellaneous 78.8

So, in such cases more careful rules need to be derived in order to avoid these

errors. As discussed in the training file words like ( ) [E:Dr :] are considered

as two separate words, giving a wrong tag. While considering the digit features,

whenever a comma, or a colon is found with a date and a time, our system

gives a wrong tag. For example, ( , ) [E:1 June 2012], ( ) [E:3-4

May].

The only way to avoid these errors is to explore additional features besides the

ones we have used. Another way to improve the performance of the system is

to increase the size of the training file and to explore some more features for

each class.
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4.4 The HMM Approach

An HMM is a statistical model that can be used to solve classification problems

that have an inherent state sequence representation. The model can be

visualized as a collection of states. These states are connected by a set of

transition probabilities that indicate the probability of traveling between two

given states. A process begins in some state, and moves through new states

as dictated by the transition probabilities. In an HMM, the exact sequence of

states that the process generates is unknown (i.e., hidden), hence it is a hidden

model. The output of the HMM is a sequence of output symbols. A Markov

chain assumes that the probability of a tag being the next state depends on

the previous tag. For example, consider the sentence:

Ram is playing cricket.

In this sentence after the verb playing, it is most likely that the next word will

be a noun or preposition, which is dependent on the previous tag. Markov

Model is used to find the highest probability of a particular tag sequence for a

given word sequence. NER may be viewed as a classification problem, where

every word is either part of some name or not part of any name. The bigram

statistical model is used to obtain the NCs (Name Class), which are dependent

on the previous words. For our purpose of name-finding, given a sequence of

words (W), we need to find the most likely sequence of Name Class(NC)Bikel

et al.[74] ,i.e.,

max Pr(NC|W ) (4.3)

By using Bayes theorem,
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Pr(NC|W ) =
Pr(W,NC)

Pr(W )
. (4.4)

Now, as Pr(W), the unconditioned probability of word sequence, does not

change as we consider various values of NC, our main aim is to maximize the

numerator, i.e., the joint probability of the word sequence and the name-class

sequence. The HMM approach for attaining this joint probability is based on

the below three components.

– State transition probabilities, i.e., the probabilities of moving from one

state to another state. In case of NER, it means moving from one NC to

another NC, e.g. from Person to Location, Person to Person, Location

to Person etc. The current named class probability is conditioned on the

previous named class and the previous word.

Pr(NC|NC�1, w�1) (4.5)

– Probability of generating the first word inside a name class. The first

word is generated based on the current and the previous name-class, also

known as initial probability.

Pr(< w, f >
first

|NC, NC�1). (4.6)

– Observation probabilities, i.e., a model to generate all subsequent words

within the name-class. Subsequent words are generated based on the

immediate predecessor and current name class:

Pr(< w, f > | < w, f >�1, NC). (4.7)

where w = word, NC = name-class, NC�1 = previous name-class, w�1

= previous word.
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Figure 4.1: State Transition Diagram for states S1,S2,S3,S4 S5

These three steps are repeated until the entire observed word sequence is

covered. We search the entire space of all possible name-class assignments,

using the Viterbi algorithm (Viterbi, 1967), and maximizing the numerator

Pr(W, NC).

A Markov state transition diagram for 5 di↵erent states (S1, S2, S3, S4, S5)

is shown in Fig 4.1 where (Aij) represents the transition from one state to

another.

4.4.1 Our Experiment

To implement the HMM model, we prepared a training file of 0.15 million

wordforms. The training file is prepared manually by annotating the data
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with di↵erent classes of NEs. The format of the training file is as follows.

<person> <person> <other> <other>

[E:Directed by Hemanta Das].

<other> <other> <other> [E:

With pride for the country].

<location> <other> <other> <other>

[E: Resources available in Assam].

When calculating the probabilities of Equations (4.6) and (4.7), we consider

the word features associated with each word. Word features play an important

role in identifying NEs. The features that we use in our experiment are the

same as those used in the CRF approach, which is discussed in Section 4.2.

The calculation of the above probabilities is straightforward, using

events/sample-size.

– Probability defined in Equation 4.3 is calculated using the formula below:

Pr(NC|NC�1, w�1) =
c(NC, NC�1, w�1)

c(NC�1, w�1)
. (4.8)

– Probability defined in Equation 4.4 is computed using the formula below:

Pr(< w, f >
first

|NC, NC�1) =
c(< w, f >

first

, NC,NC�1)

c(NC, NC�1)
. (4.9)

– Probability defined in Equation 4.5 is calculated using the formula below:

Pr(< w, f > | < w, f >�1, NC) =
c(< w, f >, < w, f >�1, NC)

(< w, f >�1, NC)
.

(4.10)
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In the above, c() represents the number of times the events occurred in the

training data (the count). For example, let us consider the sentence below.

( ) [E: Ram

studies in Dr Janoki Bora School]. Here NC = [person, location, organization,

miscellaneous, other] and w = current word.

In the above example, ( )[E:Ram] is the beginning of the sentence as well

as the beginning of a NC. Thus, the initial and the transition probabilities are

calculated considering these two factors, i.e., the beginning of a sentence, and

beginning of a NC. Here, w�1 = (daari) and NC�1 = start of the sentence.

Since both w�1 and NC�1 are constant (i.e., w�1 and NC�1 never change

for the start of a sentence), the transition probabilities of person, location,

organization, miscellaneous and other are calculated considering the count of

di↵erent NCs with which a sentence begins in the training data. The initial

probability is calculated by simply counting how many times the word ( )

[E: Ram] has occured in the training data as the first word of di↵erent NCs.

The product of the above two probabilities yields the first tag of the desired

NC, based on the maximum probability value. Once the initial NC is decided,

we need to find the next words within the same NC using Equation (4.8).

Thus, if we find ( ) [E: Ram] as person, we need to check whether the

word ( ) [E: Dr:] comes under the same name-class. But the observation

probability of the word ( ) [E: Dr:] for a person NC is zero because the word

feature associated with the word ( ) [E: Dr:], i.e., title, can never be a middle

word or the last word of the person NC. Thus ( ) [E: Ram] is be marked

as the end of the person NC and we calculate the transition and the initial

probabilities for the word ( ) [E: Dr:] for the beginning of a separate NC. This

time we have to consider both NC�1 and w�1, since these two factors are not

constant any more for the middle of a sentence. In this way, we evaluate the
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maximum probability of the tag sequence given a word sequence. The correct

tag sequence for the above sentence is as follows:

<person> </person> <org>

</org> <other> </other>.

The larger the training data, the higher the probability of getting the correct

results.

4.4.2 Results and Discussion

We have conducted a three-fold experiment. The test data and the training

data are the same as used with the CRF experiment discussed in Section 4.3.2.

We present the precision, recall and f-measure for each of the conducted 3-fold

experiments in Table 4.7, Table 4.8 and Table 4.9

Table 4.7: NER results for Set 1 using HMM

Classes Precision Recall F-measure(%)

Person 82 84 84

Location 83.1 81.2 82

Organization 80 83.4 81.6

Miscellaneous 79.2 80 79.5

Below are the major issues encountered when tagging a file with the HMM

approach.

1. Ambiguity in names : As the same name can be assigned to more than

one NCs(ambiguity), issues arise when deciding the correct tag sequence.
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Table 4.8: NER results for Set 2 using HMM

Classes Precision Recall F-measure(%)

Person 81.2 83 82

Location 83 82 82.4

Organization 78 80 78.8

Miscellaneous 80 79 80.65

Table 4.9: NER results for Set 3 using HMM

Classes Precision Recall F-measure(%)

Person 82.4 80 81

Location 83 81.2 82

Organization 81.5 83 78.5

Miscellaneous 82.4 85 83.6

Table 4.10: Average HMM Results

Classes F-measure(%)

Person 82.33

Location 82.13

Organization 79.6

Miscellaneous 81.25

The problem is elaborated with the example below.

Suppose we have the following three sentences in the training file.
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(a) <person> <org> <org> <org> <other>

[E:Ram studies in Radha Bora

College].

(b) <person> <person> <person> <other> <other>

<other> <other>

[E:Ram stood up seeing Radha Bora].

(c) <person> <person> <person> <other> <other>

<other> <other> <other> <other> <other>

[E: Ram went

to meet Radha Bora after knowing that he came].

We need to find the tag sequence of the sentence [ ]

[E:Ram studies in Radha Bora College]. Since the word ( ) [E:Radha]

has no specific word feature associated with it to signify the start of an

organization or person NC (unlike ) [E:Dr Janaki Bora], and

also, since the bigram probability is calculated, ( ) [E:Radha] will be

considered as the next word of the current person NC. So,the complete

tag sequence is as given below:

<person> < /person> <org>

</org> <other> </other>

which is incorrect.

The correct tag sequence should be as shown below:

<person> </person> <org>

</org> <other> </other>
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2. Unknown words : The simple ML approach is unable to handle unknown

words, i.e., words not present in the training file. Unknown words may

occur in the test data in three di↵erent ways in the bigram model.

– As the current word,

– As the previous word, and

– Both as current and previous words.

Smoothing is applied to handle unknown words using the back-o↵ model

described below.

– Named class Back-o↵ : When calculating the probability

Pr(NC|NC�1, w�1), if w�1 is unknown, we calculate the probability

using Pr(NC|NC�1) i.e.,

Pr(NC, NC�1) =
c(NC, NC�1)

c(NC�1)
. (4.11)

– First word back-o↵ : If w is not available in the training data as the first

word of the desired NC, the back-o↵ model calculates the probability of

<w,f> based on only the NC, i.e., the count of <w,f> within the NC.

Thus the results for the three sets of data are shown in Table 4.11, Table 4.12

and Table 4.13.

Thus, we see that after smoothing is applied, there is a decrease in precision

whereas the recall increases, which results in a slight improvement in F-

measure. This is due to the reason that in smoothing the w�1 and <w,f>

are ignored, resulting in a increase of the total number of NEs retrieved and

the number of correctly retrieved NEs.
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Table 4.11: NER results for Set 1 using HMM and Smoothing

Classes Precision Recall F-measure(%)

Person 80 90 84.7

Location 81.2 84 82.5

Organization 78.5 85 81.6

Miscellaneous 79.2 80 79.5

Table 4.12: NER results for Set 2 using HMM and Smoothing

Classes Precision Recall F-measure(%)

Person 79.3 86 82.5

Location 77 83.4 84.2

Organization 80 81.3 80.6

Miscellaneous 80 79 80.65

Table 4.13: NER results for Set 3 using HMM and Smoothing

Classes Precision Recall F-measure(%)

Person 80.1 85 81.5

Location 80 87 83.3

Organization 78 85.2 81.4

Miscellaneous 82.4 85 83.6

We also extend our experiment on two North-Eastern Indian languages namely

Bodo and Bishnupriya Manipuri(BPM). BPM is an Indo-Aryan language
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Table 4.14: Average HMM Results after applying Smoothing

Classes F-measure(%)

Person 82.9

Location 83.3

Organization 81.2

Miscellaneous 81.25

spoken in parts of Indian states of Assam, Tripura as well as in the Sylhet

region of Bangladesh, and in Burma. It is written in Bishnupriya Manipuri

script which is almost similar with Bengali and Assamese scripts. The total

number of speakers is 4,50,000 approximately. This script has 8 vowels and

25 consonants. On the other hand Bodo is a tonal language with two tones,

belonging to the Tibeto-Burman language family. Bodo language is written

using Devanagiri script. Bodo is spoken mainly in North-East India and

Nepal and is closely related to the Dimasa language of Assam, Garo language

of Meghalaya and Kokborok language of Tripura. It has 6 vowels and 16

consonants sounds. The total number of speakers is 1,222,881 according to

1991 census. The HMM based NER system is trained and tested with both

Bodo and BPM languages. Corpora of 11K wordforms are used for both BPM

and Bodo. The result obtained for both the languages is shown in the Table

4.15 and 4.16 below.
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Table 4.15: NER results for Bodo Dataset

Classes Precision Recall F-measure(%)

Person 75 50 60

Location 75 25 36

Organization 68 72.1 69.9

Miscellaneous 100 60 75

Table 4.16: NER results for BPM Dataset

Classes Precision Recall F-measure(%)

Person 89.7 50 64.2

Location 81.8 32.7 46.7

Organization 100 50 66.6

Miscellaneous 75 50 60

4.5 A Hybrid approach for NER

Hybrid approach is an approach where more than two approaches are used

to improve the performance of NER system. We improve the performance of

Assamese NER presented earlier in this thesis to some extent by integrating the

ML approach with the rule-based and gazetteer-based approaches to develop

a hybrid system. To the best of our knowledge, there is no work on hybrid

NER in Assamese. We develop a hybrid NER system that has the ability to

extract four types of NEs. Each of the approaches has its own strengths and

weaknesses. Here, we describe the hybrid architecture, which produces better

results than the rule-based approach or ML individually.
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The processing goes through three main components: Machine-learning,

rule-based, and gazetteer-based. The machine-learning components involve

two approaches, CRFs, and HMM. Various NE features are used when

implementing the two approaches. The rule-based approach involves the rules

that we have derived for di↵erent classes of NEs and the gazetteer-based

approach involves the tagging of NEs using the look-up lists for location,

person, and organization names. We have observe that certain methods are

superior in handling certain issues better than other models and vice versa.

Thus, we define a precedence of methods to be applied on the output to

another. Below are the steps used in our proposed hybrid model.

1. With a large amount of training data, ML approaches normally give

better results then other methods when applied individually.

2. Apply ML on the raw test data.

3. The rules for multi-word person names, organization names and location

names discussed in Chapter 3 have the best results in dealing with names

with clue words. Thus, these rules are applied to the output of the ML

approach, and this will not only tag the left-out data but also overwrite

the existing tagged data whereever applicable. This will help us in

e↵ectively handling the errors encountered in implementing the HMM,

i.e., lack of word features and ambiguity in names.

4. Apply the gazetteer-based approach on the untagged data of the output

of Step 2.

5. Apply the ML-based smoothing technique on the remaining left-out

words.
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6. Apply rules for single word person names as discussed in Chapter 3 as

the last step on the untagged data.

The overall architecture of our hybrid approach is shown in Fig4.2. The results

obtained after applying the hybrid approach are shown in Table 4.17, Table

4.18 and Table 4.19 and the average result is shown in Table 4.20.

Table 4.17: NER results for Set 1 using Hybrid Approach

Classes Precision Recall F-measure(%)

Person 87 86.1 86.4

Location 87 83.2 85.05

Organization 88.1 86 86.4

Miscellaneous 90 88 88.8

Table 4.18: NER results for Set 2 using Hybrid Approach

Classes Precision Recall F-measure(%)

Person 87.2 85 86

Location 86 84 84.8

Organization 85.1 86 85.5

Miscellaneous 88 87 87.4

The overall performance of NER for Assamese languages using di↵erent

approaches is shown in Fig 4.3.
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Figure 4.2: Hybrid NER Architecture
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Figure 4.3: Comparison of NER for Assamese using di↵erent approaches.
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Table 4.19: NER results for Set 3 using Hybrid Approach

Classes Precision Recall F-measure(%)

Person 86.1 84 85

Location 85 87 85.9

Organization 85.1 86 85.5

Miscellaneous 89.1 87 88

Table 4.20: Average Result for Hybrid Approach

Classes F-measure(%)

Person 85.8

Location 85.25

Organization 85.8

Miscellaneous 88.06

4.5.1 Previous work On NER using Hybrid Approach

Some of the work found in NER in Indian languages using hybrid approach

are briefly described below. Bajwa and Kaur[9] proposed NER for Punjabi

using a hybrid approach in which rules are used with HMM. Saha et al.[105]

describ a hybrid system that apply the Maximum Entropy Model, language-

specific rules and a gazetteer list for several Indian languages. Jahan et

al.[55] present a combination of HMM and gazetteer methods for a tourism

corpus. Srivastava et al.[126] discuss NER for Hindi using the CRF, HMM

and rule-based approaches. Amarappa and Sathyanarayana[5] use the HMM

and rule-based approaches for Kannada. Jimmy and Kaur[68] propose a
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hybrid approach in Manipuri, combining CRF and rule-based approaches. The

accuracies obtained by di↵erent authors for di↵erent languages using hybrid

approaches are shown in Table 4.21. Some more work on Bengali and Hindi

using Hybrid approach is also shown in Table 4.22. We see that accuracy

varies across languages. Di↵erences in the datasets, sizes of the training data

and the use of POS, morphological information, language-specific rules, and

gazetteers are the main reasons for the low performance of the systems.

Table 4.21: Di↵erent work on NER using Hybrid approach

Reference Language Approach F-measure(%)

Bajwa and Kaur[9] Punjabi HMM+Rule-based 74.56

Amarappa and Sathyanarayana[5] Kannada HMM+Rule-based 94.85

Srivastava et al.[126] Hindi CRF+ME+Rule-based 82.95

Saha et al.[105] Hindi ME+Rule-based 65.13

Bengali ME+Rule-based 65.96

Oriya ME+Rule-based 44.65

Telugu ME+Rule-based 18.74

Urdu ME+Rule-based 35.47

Jimmy and Kaur[68] Manipuri CRF+Rule-based 93.3

Comparison of di↵erent work on NER using Hybrid approach in Bengali and

Hindi is shown in the Table 4.22 .

We also intend to implement some of the hybrid methods used by di↵erent

authors on our Assamese data. In Jahan et al.[55], the author use gazetteer and

HMM method as a hybrid approach. Firstly they perform gazetteer method
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Table 4.22: Di↵erent work on NER in Bengali and Hindi using Hybrid approach

Language Reference Approach F-measure(%)

Bengali Saha et al.[105] ME+Rule-based 65.96

Hindi Srivastava et al.[126] CRF+ME+Rule-based 82.95

Saha et al.[105] ME+Rule-based 65.13

Chopra et al.[23] HMM+Rule-based 94.61

Jahan et al.[55] HMM+Gazetteer 98.37

Kaur and Kaur[62] Rule-based+List-look-up 96

Singh et al.[123] Hybrid Morphological Analyzer 75-85

on 100 sentences in which the accuracy came out to be 40.13%. Further when

HMM is applied on this sentences, the accuracy increases to 93.8%. They then

apply the hybrid approach on 40 sentences in which first gazetteer method is

used and after that in the remaining tags the HMM approach is used in which

the accuracy increases to 98.37%. We have also used the same approach as used

by Jahan et al.[55] over the Assamese dataset. A corpus of 100K wordforms

is used. When we perform the gazetteer approach our results came to be 75%

to 83% which is shown in the Table 4.23. When HMM alone is used on the

same dataset, the accuracy came to be 79%-83% as shown in Table 4.24. Now

combining both the approaches the result is shown in Table 4.25.

Similarly in Bajwa and Kaur[9] use both rule-based and HMM as an hybrid

approach. In the first phase which constitutes of HMM, the accuracy comes

out to be 48.27% and when the output of HMM is further optimized with

handcrafted rules the accuracy comes to be 74.56%. When we perform the
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Table 4.23: Results obtained using gazetteer list

Classes F-measure(%) )

Person 82.4

Location 78

Organization 80

Table 4.24: Average HMM Results

Classes F-measure(%)

Person 82.33

Location 82.13

Organization 79.6

Miscellaneous 81.25

Table 4.25: Average Hybrid Results

Classes F-measure(%)

Person 83.4

Location 82.1

Organization 80.4

Miscellaneous 83.3

same appraoch as used by Bajwa and Kaur[9] on our Assamese data, the

accuracy using Hybrid approach is shown in the Table 4.26.

After obtaining improved results in Assamese, we extend our work on NER
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Table 4.26: Results for Assamese using hybrid approach

Classes F-measure(%)

Person 78.3

Location 82.1

Organization 81.4

Miscellaneous 83.2

to two other Indo-Aryan languages, namely Bengali and Hindi. Bengali is the

national language in Bangladesh and second most spoken language in India.

It is the seventh most spoken language in the world by total number of native

speakers and the eleventh most spoken language language by the total number

of speakers. Although the Bengali script is similar to the Assamese script, there

are some di↵erences in the scripts such as the Assamese consonant (ra) is

distinct, and Assamese (wabo) is not found in Bengali.

Hindi is spoken by 294.4 million as the first language as per 2001 data, and 366

million worldwide. It is spoken as a native language in northern India. Hindi

is written using Devanagiri script. Like Assamese, Bengali and Hindi also lack

the concept of capitalization which makes it di�cult to identify proper nouns.

Names in Hindi and Bengali are also ambiguous and there are variations in

the spellings of proper nouns and both these languages lack labeled data. We

have manually prepared a training file of 3K word forms for both Bengali and

Hindi. The hybrid NER system is trained and tested on these datasets to show

the e↵ectiveness of the language independent approaches. Both Bengali and

Hindi are tagged with four classes of NE namely person, location, organization

and miscellaneous. The result obtained using our Hybrid approach on both
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Bengali and Hindi datasets are shown in Table 4.27 and Table 4.28.

Table 4.27: NER Results fo Bengali Dataset using an hybrid approach

Classes Precision Recall F-measure(%)

Person 62.3 79 69.6

Location 71 80 75.2

Organization 63.5 75 68.7

Miscellaneous 82 88 84.8

Table 4.28: NER Results for Hindi Dataset using an hybrid approach

Classes Precision Recall F-measure(%)

Person 65 72 68.3

Location 75.3 79 77.1

Organization 68 72.1 69.9

Miscellaneous 79.3 80.4 79.8

4.5.2 Results Discussions

We have tested our hybrid approach on two Indian languages namely Bengali

and Hindi. Although not much work can be found in these two languages

using hybrid approach yet we have listed some work which is shown in Table

4.22. We see that the accuracies of the system for both Bengali and Hindi

usng our hybrid approach is lower compared to Assamese, which is due to the

smaller amount of the training data. We believe that the performance of the
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system will increase on increasing the size of the corpus. We have seen that

gazetteer method is more e↵ective for smaller data set whereas HMM perform

better for larger dataset. Thus when we perform experiment using gazetteer

first and then applying HMM for a small set of data, the performance of NER

is much better whereas for a larger set of data when we apply HMM method

first and then gazetteer the results show improvement. This is due to the fact

that larger the dataset higher the ambiguity which is di�cult to resolve using

the gazetteer method.

4.6 Conclusion

This chapter discusses two ML approaches, namely CRF and HMM. We have

used various language dependent and independent features when implementing

the approaches. Both CRFs and HMM based NER systems perform well, but

we encountered problems, which are overcome to some extent using a hybrid

approach. We can conclude that statistical approach works well for a larger set

of data compared to a small set of data whereas rule-based and gazetteer works

well for smaller set of data. In our Hybrid approach, we have implemented

di↵erent approaches in a sequential manner based on careful analysis i.e., which

approach is to be implemented first, and then applied the other method on the

left out data. This results in higher percentage in hybrid approach. Thus we

can say that from our experiments compared to a single statistical approach, a

combined approach gives much better results. We also implement our hybrid

approach on two other Indian languages namely Bengali and Hindi and came

out with an acceptable results.
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Chapter 5

Conclusion and Future

Directions

In natural language texts, identification and classification of proper nouns is

a challenging but useful task, known as NER. While for many languages, it

continues to be an active area of research, for many other languages, this work

has barely started. Our work involves a computational model that performs

NER in text in a resource-poor Indo-Aryan language, namely Assamese,

which has received little attention in computational linguistic research. NER

is di�cult as ambiguity exists among the di↵erent classes of NEs such as

Washington can be a person name as well as a location name. Indian languages

also face the problem of ambiguity. We have identified various issues in NER in

Indian languages and Assamese in particular. Though Assamese is a relatively

free-word order language, the predominant word order is SOV. Assamese

language does not have the concept of capitalization which is an important

clue to identify the NEs. Our work involves the successful implementation

of the following. We implement a method of su�x stripping using rules for
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our morphologically-rich, agglutinating, and free-word order language. The

main aim of this step is the identification of the root words which are location

NEs. We obtained an accuracy of 89%, but found that it produce serrors

when the last character of a word matches a su�x in the su�x list. To

remove such errors, a gazetteer or dictionary of location names was introduced.

Though preparing a gazetteer list manually is a time-consuming process, we

collected some amount of data for our experimental work. We have also

derived some handcrafted rules for di↵erent classes of NER and found that

handcrafted rules work well provided the rules are carefully prepared. Our

hand coded rules result in an accuracy of 70-75%. We have also implemented

NER using a gazetteer list which results in an accuracy of 75%-85% and have

seen that the performance of the system increases as the size of the gazetteer

list increases. In addition to the rule-based approach, we also implemented two

ML approaches namely CRFs and HMM which are existing approaches, but

the work is for a new language where an annotated corpus was not available.

We have prepared a manually-tagged corpus for evaluating the performance of

the approach. We used di↵erent language dependent and independent features

to identify the NEs. The CRF-based NER approach gives an accuracy between

70% and 85% whereas HMM gives an accuracy of 75%-85%. We see that

each of the approaches has its own merits and demerits. We have analyzed

the errors encountered by the di↵erent approaches. We have handled the

problems by using a hybrid approach which is a combination of the rule-

based, gazetteer-based and ML approaches. The proposed hybrid system

has achieved an overall improvement in Assamese NER performance. It is

capable of recognizing four di↵erent types of NEs including person, location,

organization, and miscellaneous which includes the date, time, and year. Our

experimental results show that the hybrid approach outperforms the pure rule-
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based approach, gazetteer-based approach, and the pure ML-based approach,

with an F-measure of 80%-90%. Our results compare well with existing work

on other Indian languages though the comparison is not absolute as the sizes

and the qualities of the data vary for di↵erent authors. For future work, it

would be interesting to explore additional rules and features for Assamese and

also to implement them in other especially of Northeast India, using our hybrid

approach.
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Deliverables

1. Tool for Conditional Random Field.

2. Tool for Hidden Markov Model.

3. F-measure calculating tool.
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Appendix A

Gazetteer List

We have collected some words that helps to identify the Person, Location and

Organization NEs. These information has been collected from various sources such

as articles and day-to-life Assamese newspaper such as “Asom Bani”, “Ajir Axom”.

Below, we show the clue words for Person, Location and Organization.
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Clue words for Organization

Word IPA English Meaning

Organization

A.G.P

Academy

University

Academy

Committee

Centre

Deed

College

Council

Group

Govt

Hospital

Stadium

A Caste in India

Corporation

Council

Federation

University
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Bank

Assembly

School

B.J.P

Museum

School

Limited

Government

Committee

Organization

Meeting

Organization

Assembly

Conference

Constituency

Club

High School

School
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Clue words for Location

Word IPA Meaning

region

Road

Neighborhood

Small Area

Small Area

Small Area

Village

Location

identified by a big

Tree

River bank

Town

Neighborhood

Neighborhood

District

Small Place

Town
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Town

Neighborhood

Neighborhood

Bank of a River

Big Fam

Mouth of a River

To kill

Miles from a

Central Location

Road

Small Place

Monastery

Market

Small Market
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Middle Clue words for Organization

Word IPA English Meaning

Modern

Ideal

Commerce

Girl

English

Institute

High

Higher

Girls

Hospital

Secondary

Central

Government

National

School

Public

Boy
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Girl

Boys

School

Secondary

Middle

Madrassa

Ladies

Child

Memorandum

High School

Hospital

Degree
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Clue words for Person

Word IPA English Meaning

Supertendent

Translator

Principal

Actress

Deputy Commissioner

Professor

Lawyer

Industrial Minister

Additional Deputy

Commissioner

Vice Chancellor

Vice-President

Adviser
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Development Minister

Expert

Sportman

Poet

Farmer

Work Agenda

Worker

Artist

Employee

Minister of Agriculture

Home Minister

Story Writer

Song writer

Singer

Rural Development Minister
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Popular Artist

Governor

Singer

Muslim Title,

Syed, Descendent

of Mohammad

Film Actress

Martyr

Chairman

Expert Flute

Player

Patriot

Brother

Doctor

Doctor

Doctor

Dramatist

Choreographer

Dance Artist

Dancer
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Leader

A governor during the time of

the Mogul empire

Writer of Article

Resident

Creator

Lady Leader

Late or Expired

Prime Minister

Trainer

Director

Master

Police Minister

Defence Minister

Former Minister

MLA
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Historian

Hero

King

Queen

Good Orator

Finance Minister

O�cer

Minister

Chief Invigilator

Great man

Very Powerful

Owner

Chief Minister

Travel Tax

Young girl

State Minister

Governor

President
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Most Beautiful

Female Writer

Male Writer

Title

Title

Title

Topmost

Title

Teacher

Educationist

Education Minister

Artist

Writer

Member of Parliament

Army Man

Devotee

President
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Chief Supervisor

Editor

Social Welfare Minister

Supervisor

Recently Elected

Critics

President

News

Lord

Musician

Late

Secretariat

Husband
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